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LGCJ: There‘s A Big Difference
Between Sundquist and Bredesen

policies on Gays and Lesbians in
the military.
* Sundquist voted in favor to
cutting funds for a university—run
phone counseling program de—
signed to encourage safer sex prac—
tices and research on HIV
transmission.
* Sundquist voted in favor of
the permanent prohibition of im—
migration of HIV+ persons. —
* Sundquist voted to prohibit
the District of Columbia from
spending money to implement its
domestic partners ordinance.
Activists Call for Federal Probe
* Sundquist voted in favor of re—
quiring the Dept. of Defense to re—
of Murders of Gay Men
quire military personnel to answer
LAUREL, Miss. (AP) — The that local investigators have not whether or not they are Lesbian,
Jones County Sheriff‘s Department looked into the possibility that the Gay or Bisexual.
In contrast, Phil Bredesen has
should allow federal investigators to two men were killed because they
examine evidence collected in the were Gay. The groups have enlisted stated publicly that he opposes all
double murders of two Laurel men, the support of the Southern Chris— forms of discrimination and intol—
tian Leadership Conference to call erance and that people should not
Gay activists said Oct. 20.
Activists representing the homo— for a federal investigation of the lose their jobs because of their
sexual orientation.
sexual groups GL Friendly and Gay crimes.
The coalition noted that it
Jones County Sheriff Maurice
and Lesbian Americans said at a
news conference they are not satis— Hooks has said the crime was moti— believes the race for governor
will be a veryclose one
Ten—.
fied with the way local law enforce— vated byrobbery,nothate s
in —nessee
every vote
ment. officers have handledthe_
investigation into the murders of McLendonwas arrested andcharged counts.
The Lesbian and Gay Coali—
Robert Walters, 34, and Joseph with two counts of capital murder
in connection with the deaths. The tion for Justice exists to pro—
Shoemake, 24.
The two men‘s bodies were dis— activists said they are suspicious that mote the economic, legal, and
ree
—
covered by twowomen Oct. 8onan
ed becausehesocialrightsofallpeo le,
gardless of sexual orientation
"abandoned railroad track. Both men
"We want to feel comfortable that or general identification. It
had been shot in the head by a .22—
he
(McLendon) is the one," said combats laws, policies and at—
caliber pistol.
"We have to look at Mississippi‘s Todd Emerson, founder of GL titudes that segregate, discrimi—
history when it comes to homosexu— Friendly. "We want to know, given nate or foster prejudice against
als, Gays or Lesbians, and ethnic the track record of the state of Mis— Lesbians, Gay men, bisexuals,
groups," said April Richards, presi— sissippi, and the inconsistencies in and transgenderal persons.
For more information about
dent of the Gulf Coast—based GL the sheriff‘s investigation, and what
he said publicly, we want to feel LGCJ or to join, call (615) 298—
Friendly.
The two organizations complain comfortable that justice was done." 5425.
—The Nashville—based Lesbian
and Gay Coalition for Justice has
released an information sheet sup—
porting democratic gubernatorial
candidate Phil Bredesen.
Although the information sheet
is not an "endorsement" per se, it
clearly favors Bredesen in the race.
It noted that Don Sundquist was
given a zero rating by the Human
Rights Campaign Fund (HRCF).
HRCF is a respected national Gay
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Pentagon Won‘t Challenge
Ruling on Old GIM
By Jeff Wilson
Associated Press Writer

Policy

Circuit Court of Appeals said it was
deciding only the validity of that
outdated policy, not the validity of
the current "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy.
Under the new policy, service
members who declare their homo—
sexuality face discharge unless they
can prove they will remain celibate
while in the service.
__ In upholding the reinstatementof
Meinhold, the court said a declara—
tion of homosexuality was not the
same as an intention to engage in ho—

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
government isn‘t challenging an ap—
pellate ruling that says the armed
forces can bar Gays for having sex
but not for merely "coming out."
The Pentagon and the Justice
Department allowed the Oct. 14
deadline for appealing the ruling to
expire, said John McGuire, who rep—
resents the subject of the ruling,
Keith Meinhold.
mosexual acts dunng military ser—
"I got a call Friday (Oct. 14) af—
vice.
ternoon and was told there was a rec— —
"For two and a half years, the
ommendation to not seek further
Pentagon has fought tooth and nail
review," McGuire said.
to kick me out of the Navy because
Meinhold, who announced he is
I‘m Gay. By this decision, they fi—
Gay on national television in 1992,
nally have admitted that I can say I
was discharged under old military
am Gay and proudly serve my coun—
regulations that treated declarations
try in the military," said Meinhold,
of homosexuality as grounds for dis—
who is stationed at Naval Air Sta—
charge.
tion Whidbey Island in Washington.
In its Aug. 31 ruling, the 9th U.S.

—

and Lesbian rights organization. It
has, for more than 20 years, been
active at the national level, as a
registered political action commit—
tee. It monitors voting records and
promotes civil rights for Gay men
and Lesbians.
Among the negative aspects of
Sundquist‘s voting record, the
LGCJ information sheet notes:
* Sundquist voted to support
codification of the discriminatory

r‘s Custody Case
Arkansas Supreme Court to Hear Lesbian Mothe
any affection publicly. We never more fit parent. She is a registered rights in Arkansas," Ms. Larson
ROGERS, Ark. (AP) — The tionship of harm to the child."
held hands in public, we never nurse with a solid record of em— said. "It doesn‘t matter what your
Ms.
Larson
lost
custody
of
her
Arkansas Supreme Court is ex—
parenting skills are. If you are Gay
pected to take up an appeal in a two children in October 1993 kissed in front of the children. And ployment; her ex—husband has
in Arkansas, you can‘t be a par—
bounced
from
job
to
job,
she
said.
yet
I
feel
I
was
given
the
same
sen—
custody case that asks whether a when Chancery Judge Terry
ent."
She
has
no
criminal
history;
he
tence
as
a
child
abuser."
mother should lose custody of her Crabtree of Bentonville awarded
Through his attorney, Bob
was
convicted
in
1991
and
1992
The
Larsons
were
divorced
in
custody
to
their
father,
Michael
children because she is a Lesbian.
Scott
of Rogers, Michael Larson
on
four
hot—check
charges,
and
on
The appeal by Jean Larson to Larson. Crabtree used testimony 1988 after a nine—year marriage.
has
declined
interviews or to re—
Sept.
9,
1992,
for
driving
while
Ms.
Larson
was
initially
awarded
regain custody of her 14—year—old about Jean Larson‘s daughter
spond to statements made by his
intoxicated.
In
addition,
she
pays
custody
of
their
children.
The
cus—
sleeping
in
the
same
bed
as
her
son and 11—year—old daughter is
ex—wife. He lives in Hiwasse with
supported by a "friend—of—the— mother and lover as reason to pre— tody was unchallenged by Michael child support — $300 a month —
the two children, about 15 miles
and
is
carrying
medical
insurance
Larson until five years later, about
court" brief from the National dict harm to the child.
northwest of their mother‘s home.
for
her
children.
the
time
Jean
Larson
applied
for
a
Ms. Larson said sometimes her
Center for Lesbian Rights in San
Ms. Larson said she told her
"I‘ve learned that you have to
license
to
marry
her
live—in
part—
daughter
would
have
nightmares
Francisco.
children
she was Gay in 1992 and
be
ashamed
of
standing
up
for
your
"The courts have to show cause and would crawl into their bed on ner, Sherry Callender.
they
have
come to accept it.
rights,
that
Gay
people
have
no
The
Benton
County
clerk‘s
of—
and effect," Elizabeth Hendrick— one side until morning.
fice
denied
the
application.
Ms.
"We didn‘t sleep naked, we had
son, the center‘s executive direc—
tor, said recently. "They can‘t on pajamas," she said. "What were Callender moved out of Jean
make the leap from saying, ‘Be— we supposed to do? Tell her to go Larson‘s home in Rogers a short
"fi
ing Gay is bad, therefore the Gay back to her own bed? She was 9 time later, but they still maintain
a
personal
relationship.
parent should lose the kids.‘ The years old at the time."
Ms. Larson contends she is the
She added: "We never showed
law says they have to show a rela—
Plus
Gay

Another Gay
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Home Access HIV Testing
By Sean 0. Strub
A number of French officials were re—
cently convicted for their failure to utilize
blood screening techniques and, as a con—
sequence, infecting that nation‘s blood
supply. They were prosecuted on a con—
cept in French law of "failing to come to
the aid ofpersons in danger."
A half million HIV positive Americans
are in danger and someone needs to come
to their aid. The introduction of a home
access HIV test offers a chance to come to
the aid of those HIV positive persons who
do not yet know they are in danger. Intro—
duction of this test also could dramatically
change the AIDS crisis.
A home access HIV test is not preven—
tion. It is not treatment. It is information.
And information is power when it
comes to surviving AIDS. Statistics from
the Centers for Disease Control and a va—
riety of private sector organizations indi—
cate that home testing will dramatically

Opinions expressed in editorials and

increase the number of people who get
tested. In a short period of time, perhaps
less than two years, the number ofpeople
who know they are HIV positive could
double.
For them, this test gives them the chance
to survive. "There is so much that can be
done" has become a cliche, but it is the
truth. For people intent on survival, it
should be a mantra that compels them to
action.
A huge number — if not a majority —
of the people dying ofpreumocystis carinii
pneumonia (PCP) are doing so needlessly.
If they knew they were positive, they could
undertake inexpensive and highly effec—
tive prophylaxis and avoid getting sick.
Instead, they find out they are HIV posi—
tive when they show up in an emergency
room with an acute episode of PCP.
Many of us have demonstrated in the
streets, and been arrested, to expedite the
release of new treatments. A home access
HIV test should be considered with iden—
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commentaries are those of the authors
tical urgency. More delays in bringing this
test to people who need it is morally rep—
rehensible.
A Howard University study demon—
strated that 41 percent of African—Ameri—
can men in the Washington DC area who
died of AIDS were diagnosed after death.
They never even knew they were HIVposi—
tive. At least half a million HIV positive
Americans are committing a slow suicide

able to afford the $30 fee; and potential
abuses of the test. But these are not rea—
sons to let those ignorant of their HIV posi—
tive status remain so.
I do not view HIV as a death sentence.
I do not believe HIV automatically causes
AIDS. And I am not sure if the relation—
ship between HIV and AIDS is anymore
coincidental than causal.

of ignorance because they do not know
they are HIV positive.

But I am certain that ifI had notfound
outI waspositive by getting tested, I would
havefound out by getting sick. Regardless

Introduction of home access testing
raises important issues: the impact on
AIDS service organizations and advocacy
efforts; its availability to individuals un—

of which treatment options one chooses—
herbal, homeopathic, spiritual, pharmaceu—
tical — knowing one is at—risk for illness
is the first step.
Ignorance is not bliss. It is idiotic.

many of the same in your response. Many
clergy and religious have "real jobs" such as
the administration of large hospitals, schools
and diocesan offices, with all the stresses and
problems that go along. Perhaps this might
have been a better response than belittling pro—
fessional counselors. After all, it is really a
choice between advice from someone who has
"been there" and someone who is purely re—
moved and objective.
It is sad but true that the "nun from hell"
exists. Having been a Catholic myself and
attending 12 years of Catholic school I have
personally known the stereotype (a few) and
the norm (many). This norm was hundreds of
Norcross‘ Fiction
dedicated women, who lived a less than easy
Praised
life, who were beloved of generations of their
students, a dedication which can still be found
I have been reading your publication for
today, though not necessarily clad in so many
some time now, and enjoy it very much. I
garments. Nonetheless, some nuns were
particularly enjoy the fiction stories written by
Jim Norcross.
mostly maladjusted bitches. We had so many
expectations of clergy and religious, a mislead—
I eagerly await each issue, turning imme—
ing notion that they were "above all that" and
diately to the fiction section to read the latest
somewhat more than human. But human they
installment. These stories allow us a glimpse
were and human they remain and must be seen
at a seldom presented aspect of Gay life,
LOVE. The love of family, the love of as having the same human trials we all have.
So Gay sex is "outside the bounds of sac—
country,the love of life—partners and the love
of self have all been woven into the fabric of ramental marriage." So the church "calls ho—
mosexuals to celibacy." Who is this good
these superb stories.
Catholic "husband?" When was this marriage
As a member of the straight community I
blessed by the Roman church? What do you
am quite often appalled at the treatment Gays
do for intimacy, say a rosary? If you do not
and Lesbians receive from the mainstream
practice this celibacy why must heterosexual
press and the social establishment in general.
Catholics not use contraceptives? Double stan—
I would encourage you to continue to publish
dard? In this church? Does RCIA teach hy—
positive representations of gay lifestyles such
pocrisy as well as dogma? Something is wrong
as Jim‘s stories.
Thank you for a fine publication and keep with this holycard.
This double standard and the oh—that‘s—just—
up the great work.
Vatican attitudes are precisely why I will
Mary Miller
not return to the Roman church. I can not be
Memphis
sincere in my association and blithely ignore
clear church teaching, especially as I was
raised (and the latest encyclical attests) that if
Writer Responds to
you are Catholic, you obey. Period. I have
New Catholic
found a less muddled road to God which in—
Mr. T. Christian,
cludes more often than excludes. I applaud
I was in hopes that your response to the
those who love the Roman church enough to
Sept. ‘94 editorial (#11 Thou Shalt Get Real)
stick with it, but the change from within should
would contain some hard, sensible and clari—
first abolish the double standard and diminish
fying rebuttals; I also felt that there were too
the hypocrisy—in the laity.
many naive clichés. Unfortunately, there were
ar m
ant wearer ar mr t sn ot aeg t caut c at a a cnlst col cated cat t mt st ol 0000cn0 utct c HC 090 A H0 e Hes 00 0 000 0 t 00 e Vincent
te ie n an as tron.Astor
o nc ae msmm h
The Triangle Journal News welcomes let—
ters from its readers. Letters should be be as
short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Al—
though names may be withheld on request, all
letters should be signed and include a phone
number for verification. Anonymous letters
will not be printed. All letters are subject to
editing for spelling, punctuation, and gram—
mar, however every effort will be made to
maintain the original intent ofthe writer.
Letters should be mailed to: Triangle Jour—
nal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485 or faxed to (901) 454—1411.
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Reno:

Potential

Controversy, Not Gay

Advocacy Issue
By MichaelPress
J. Sniffen
. . his"I
Associated
Writer belief"I don‘tthinkhisadvocacy
is
a
concern,"
Reno
said.
think
iftherearethatissueswith
respector
tohiscontroversy
his
advocacy
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Ad—
might have generated,
ministrationcontroversy
officials discussed
the thosework
havetobeaddressed
in deter—
possible
arising
from
miningtheimpacton
theprogram."
Gay
rights
advocacy
by
a
former
Portland,
Ore., thought
police
chief
but
never
his views would bar him
fromatopJusticeDepart—
mentjob,
Attorney
Gen—
eral
Janet
Reno
said.
"Hewouldstill
beun—
der
consideration
if he
had
not
withdrawn,"
Reno
said at her weekly
newsconferenceOct.20.
ThePotter,former
chief,
Tom
said
hissup—
port toforgiveGayuprights
led
him
a
chance
She advocacy
said Potterfirstraisedin histalkshomo—
to head thenewfederal
community
sexual
with
policing
program.
Part
of
the
re—
her,
and
it
did
not
derail
his
candi—
cently
enacted
crime
bill,
the
pro—
SheJohnsaidSchmidt
Associatebrought
Attorneyup
gram is designed to pay for local dacy.
General
communitiestohire100,000police—
potentialcontroversyoveritinalater
men over thewithnext sixhighyearscitizen
in pro— talk
withSchmidt
PotterOct.saidthat
5. he raised
grams
involvement.
"Mr.

the question
and that Reno
Mr. Potter
at
that
point
withdrew,"
said.
Potter
said he after
withdrew
as atoldfi—
nalist
forthejob
Schmidt
him thehis Clinton
stand onadministration.
Gay rights could
hurt
"I thoughtterestoftheprogramand
it was in the best in—
certainlytheClinton
ad—
ministration,"
Potter
said.Potter, 54, served as
Portland‘s
policeHe made
chief
from
1990—93.
national
headlineswhen
hein several
marched
in pride
uniformpa—
Gay
rades.He has openly sup—
hispolicedaughter,
. ported
Portland
officer
Katie
Potter,
who
isasa
Lesbian.
Since
his
retirement
chief,
has been
active in Oregon
on Justice
Gayherights
issues.
Department
officials
asked
Potter
to
apply
for
the
job in
August.
Potter said he learned of the
administration‘sconcernsearlierthis
monthleadafter
meeting with Schmidt,
thelaw.
administratorforthe
crime
"JohnSchmidtraisedtheissueby
saying,
‘there‘s a problem‘ or ‘we
haveaproblem,‘andthenwestarted
talkingaboutthatissue,"Pottersaid.
Potter
said he broughtduringup ini—his
stand
on
homosexuality
‘tial
interviews,but itdidn‘t become
anissueuntilsubsequentbackground
checksrevealedthathehadopenlyre—
cruitedhomosexualofficers.
852
Pottersaidtheadministrationwas
concerned
that his andadvocacy
could
S.Cooper harm the program
act
as
a
bar—
rier
between
him
and
other
police
chiefsA Justice
around Department
the country. official,
speakingonconditionofanonymity,
said
thePotterwithdrew
administrationhisname.
was surprised
whenSchmidt
was traveling and un—
available forcomment.
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You are invited to
our celebration of Earth‘s
Bounty at our Harvest ano
Holioay open house on
Sunday, November 13th,
I to 6 pm
We may besmall but our prices arecompetitiveand
wehavea wide varietyfrom which to choose.

Oregon Citizens Alliance
Official: Gays were Part of
Nazi Movement
Voters‘
Pamphlet13state—
By CharlesPress
E. Beggs
mentAforstate
in byfavor
of
Measure
and
Associated
Writer paid
the
OCA
says,
"Nazism
was
largelyGayanrightsoutgrowth
of
SALEM,
Ore.
(AP)
—
Homo—
Germany‘s
movement."
sexuals
had a majorrole
in thenotNazire— Lively said in a letter to the edi—
party
movement
but
were
torin TheDailyAstorianthat
homo—
sponsible
for
the
Holocaust,
an
Or—
sexuals"were
an
integral
partofthe
egonTheCitizens
Alliance
leadersays.an Nazi party throughout history."
alliance
is
sponsoring
leaderswere
discredit
claimsfor
anti—Gay—rights measurehasusedon thatJewish
homosexuals
to
blame
Oregon‘sNov.8ballotand
Holocaust.
theits campaign.
alleged Nazi—homosexual tie in theCharles
Schiffman,
executive
vicepresident
oftheJewish
Federa—
Scott
Lively,
OCA
membership
tionofPortland,told
TheOregonian
director, said
thattheNazi
he had party
done "inre— such allegations are "a low effort to
searchon
Gaysin
use a terrible tragedy for political
responsetoaccusationsweareNazi,
purposes."
not
to
suggest
homosexuals
were
Livelyimpressions
said his aimaboutis totheclearOCA.up
behind
the
Holocaust."
wrong
Gayswerein Naziranks, hesaid, "We wanted to refute this whole
butthatdoesnotmeantheymanaged
ideathatpeoplewhooppose homo—
the"Thefactthathomosexualswere
Holocaust.
sexualityareNazis,"hesaid."Ifany—
body is using Nazi—like tactics, it is
in thetheleadership
of isthea Nazi
party GayrightsgroupslikeQueerNation
from
beginning
fact
docu—
andLively
Act Up."said he is willing to de—
mented
by
respected
historians,"
he
said. "The Holocaust washadracial
bateNazi
facts about
homosexuality
and
genocideoftheJewsthat
party
with
anyone,
any
ingto do with homosexuality."noth— the
time.
New Mexicans Split on
Gay Rights in New Poll
ALBUQUERQUE
(AP) —re—A would have expanded the state‘s Hu—
new
poll
shows
New
Mexicans
man Rights Act to cover homosexu—
maindividedwhen
itcomestoGay—
als.
rightsForty—nine
legislation.percent of the regis— It would have outlawed discrimi—
nation based on sexual orientation
teredvoterssurveyedsaidtheysup—
in employment, union membership,
ported
a
Gay—rights
proposal
that
public accommodations, credit,
failed
intotheanAlbuquerqueJournal
1993 Legislature, ac— property rental and sales. Existing
cording
state law protects people from dis—
poll
reported
Oct.
20
in
a
copy—
crimination based on race, religion,
righted
story.
color, national origin, ancestry, gen—
Theit,poll5 percent
shows had34 percent
op— der, physical and mental disability.
posed
mixed
feel—
The poll was done for the Jour—
ings
and
12
percent
either
couldn‘t
nalby Research and Polling Inc.
orwouldn‘t
give an opinion. Bill 91 of Albuquerque. It was based on
ThehotlydebatedSenate
telephone interviews Oct. 11—13

with 601 registered New Mexico
voters and has a margin of error
of plus or minus 4 percentage
points.
Democrats were more likely
than Republicans — 53 percent to
40 percent — to support a Gay—
CARE
rights bill.
Trucks ® Car Interiors
The state Republican Party this
year adopted a platform contain—
ing a plank that drafters said would
be in opposition to a Gay—rights
* Furniture Moved
measure. Supporters of the bill
* Stain Removal
have said they will introduce it
* Rust Removal
again in the 1995 Legislature.
* Pet Odor Control
Women who were polled were
>
more likely than men to. support
Carpetauaro Avairasuie
such a bill — 56 percent to 42 per—
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
cent.
24 Hour ServicE &
327—6165
And younger voters were
FREE ESTIMATES slightly more likely than older vot—
a 2 z.
z res
z 24 .erstosupport.theproposition.

Fall Clean—up Time!
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The director of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, Dr.
David Satcher, held a retreat with top

ATLANTA (AP) —The federal
agency that tracks the AIDS virus
may reorganize its many AIDS ac—
tivities to improve its efficiency in
the second decade of the epidemic.

members of his staff Oct. 13 to con—
sider reorganizing, CDC officials
said.

j

The session was prompted by a

W

tion ef orreviewpanel.
ts, completediItn foundt
Junebyanhat
outside
theCDC‘sAIDSprogramsared
is—
persedamong10o
f
i
tso
f
i
c
e
s
,
forc—
ingthemtothecompeteformoneyand
obscuring
chain ofcommand.
AIDSnowaccountsfor23percent
oftheCDC‘s$2bil ion budget.

CDC to Consider Reorganizing
By A.J. Hostetler
Asssociated Press Writer

L.

—

review of the CDC‘s AIDS preven—

Its AIDS Activities

wWhRB
Memphis
218—9321

TUESDAYS 8—9 PH

EOEE
FREE COUNTRY DANCE
LESSONS

CLFT

Nov. ‘a/
cts Te ve

Possible ways to reorganize the
AIDS efforts were discussed Oct. 11
at a meeting of the CDC‘s advisory
committee on AIDS.
The options include strengthen—
ing and retaining the current struc—
ture, realigning offices to put related
activities together, creating a "mega
center" to track all infectious dis—
eases, or creating an AIDS center
that would oversee all federal AIDS
efforts.
CDC officials said Satcher views
a decision on reorganizing as urgent,
but it was not clear when the direc—
tor would decide on a plan.
The outside review panel, drawn
from the CDC‘s AIDS advisory
committee and outside public health
experts, examined different aspects
of the agency‘s efforts to slow the
spread of HIV, the AIDS virus.
Those included preventing risky be—
havior, improving public under—
standing of AIDS and monitoring
the epidemic, which began in 1981.
"Although much has been done
to understand the dynamics of the

epidemic and to intervene to control
its spread, the struggle is far from
over. And the most difficult part
surely lies ahead," said the panel‘s
report, given to Satcher and his su—
periors in June.
After the panel‘s report, Satcher
ordered a CDC AIDS official and an
outside management consulting firm
to examine the issue of reorganiz—
ing. More than 40 CDC employees,
AIDS officials and public health
experts were asked for their com—
ments.
The CDC‘s current structure
lumps AIDS with other sexually
transmitted diseases. That no longer
works, and it may be part ofthe prob—
lem, said Dr. Neil Schram, a mem—
ber of the advisory committee.
"The single most important hin—
drance to HIV prevention within the
CDC is using the STD model," he
said.
In 1986, an outside consulting
firm hired by the CDC suggested the
agency maintain its current structure.

Kent State Offering Classes

on Homosexuality
KENT, Ohio (AP) — Kent State students.
University has joined Georgia State
The group initiated the idea for
University and other colleges across ~ some kind of course on homosexu—
the country offering courses on ho— als with its intense lobbying two
years ago.
mosexuality.
"For Gays and Lesbians in the
Jacqueline Boles, a professor of
sociology at Georgia State Univer— class, it gives them a sense of vali—
sity in Atlanta, cited a number of dation, that the issues they‘re con—
reasons for the expanding field of cerned with are important enough to
be concerned with in the university
study.
"No. 1, Gay and Lesbian issues classroom and that serious scholars
have been very much in the forefront are coming out with research," said
of the news. So a number of people associate sociology professor Rob—
areinterested in Gay and Lesbian ert Johnson.
"It also gives Gay and Lesbian
issues," said Boles, who teaches a
course called "Gays and Lesbians in students in class the intellectual skills
and tools to deal with the stigma and
Society."
"In terms ofemployment, a num— homophobia in society," he said.
ber of my students are business stu—
dents, and they realize full well that
in today‘s business environment
needs to be more concern about
!, there
the sensitivities of different kinds of
groups," she said.
Among the more than 50 schools
estimated to have similar courses are
such institutions as the University of
Pittsburgh and Cornell, Stanford and
Name Three Great
George Mason universities.
and Lesbians of History and a Bus.
For Shawn Hoefler, a Kent State
University senior studying jewelry
metals, a new course on Gay and
Lesbian lifestyles has taught him
more about himself.
"This helps give me perspective.
I have always known how I feel, but
I couldn‘t label it. This has helped
clear a few things up,"said Hoefler,
who is Gay.
More than half the 75 students
enrolled in the course "Sociology of
Gays and Lesbians" are members of
the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Union, the
leading campus organization for Gay
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Wisconsin Congressman Walks Fine Line on Sexual Orientation
By Michael C. Buelow
Associated Press Writer
MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Rep.
Steve Gunderson, R—Wis., has
walked a fine line on his sexuality
in recent months.

Star

Gunderson hasn‘t said publicly
that he‘s Gay, but appears increas—
ingly comfortable leaving that im—
pression as he campaigns for a eighth
term that he says will be his last.
Gunderson has consented to in—
terviews with two magazines that
discuss his relationship with a male

companion. He is outspoken on Gay
rights, and defended President
Clinton‘s stand on Gays in the mili—
tary.
But Gunderson, 43, hasn‘t been
quoted directly as saying he‘s Gay
— that‘s nobody‘s business, he‘s
said repeatedly. The only two openly
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Gay members of Congress are Reps.
Gerry Studds, D—Mass., and Barney
Frank, D—Mass.
In March, after Gunderson ad—
dressed a fund—raiser sponsored by
a Gay rights group, Rep. Robert
Dornan, R—Calif., personally at—
tacked him on the House floor amid
a fight over denying federal funds
to school districts that teach children
about homosexuality.
"He has a revolving door on his
closet," Dornan said. "He‘s in, he‘s
out, he‘s in, he‘s out, he‘s in. I guess
you‘re out because you went up and
spoke to a huge homosexual dinner,
Mr. Gunderson."
Gunderson represents Wiscon—
sin‘s sprawling 3rd District, which
covers much of western Wisconsin
including the cities of La Crosse and
Eau Claire. The district is primarily
dairy and farm country.
His Democratic opponent Nov.
8 is state Rep. Harvey Stower, a
Methodist minister who has said
Gunderson‘s sexual orientation isn‘t
a campaign issue.
TheAdvocate, a national Gay and
Lesbian news magazine, ran an in—
terview with Gunderson and his
companion in September. The New
York Times Magazine recently de—
tailed Gunderson‘s relationship and
his position within the Republican
Party.
However, The Advocate noted
that Gunderson didn‘t acknowledge
he is Gay, even though his partner is
quoted at length about their relation—
ship. None of Gunderson‘s com—
ments to The New York Times
Magazine can be interpreted clearly
as confirmation that he is Gay.
"People are obsessed with sex,"
Gunderson told The Advocate.
"Quite frankly, I thought the whole
goal of equal rights in this country
was to make partsof your life over
which you have no control, like your
sexual orientation, and some over
which you do have a choice, like
religion, irrelevant."
The New York Times Magazine
article quotes a radio interview in
which Gunderson says, "When I
supported the ERA (Equal Rights

Amendment) 20 years ago, no one
suggested my motivation for doing
so was that I was a woman ... And
yet when I oppose discrimination
against Gays and Lesbians, they sug—
gest that it‘s only because of my
sexual orientation. This is the poli—
tics of personal destruction: if they
can‘t win the argument on the mer—
its, they go after the person."
The Times magazine carries a pic—
ture of Gunderson and the man the
congressman has referred to as his
companion and discusses their rela—
tionship.
Thomas Barth, a University of
Wisconsin—Eau Claire political sci—
ence professor, said Gunderson has
gotten greater grief on his sexuality
from conservative elements of his
own party than he has from Demo—
crats.
"Most voters in the district do not
care about it. They don‘t think it
matters as an issue," Barth said.
"Most people see it as the press
spending time on an issue no one
cares about."
Barth said Gunderson has deftly
handled the issue without deceiving
voters.
"What‘s dishonest about what
he‘s doing? He thinks it‘s a matter
of privacy, and he‘s not seeking out
the interviews on the topic," Barth
said.
The New York Times article says
that some Republicans see
Gunderson as a pariah, but
Gunderson and House minority
leader Newt Gingrich say in the ar—
ticle that the party must open its
ranks or get used to continued mi—
nority status.
"In many ways it is because of
my loyalty to the Republican Party
that I am doing the painful things,"
Gunderson says in the article. "Hav—
ing the wrath of the conservatives,
having the Christian Right say nasty
things about you, frankly it‘s pretty
wearing. But if the Republican Party
honestly wants to become the ma—
jority party, it will return to its re—
spect for unity in diversity. It will
See Congressman on page 26
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Germany Gets First

Canberra to Protect Tasmanian Gays

Openly Gay Lawmaker
By Terrence Petty
Associated Press Writer
BONN, Germany (AP) —
Volker Beck no longer has to settle
for speaking at Gay—rights rallies.
Parliament is now his rostrum.
On Oct. 16, Beck became the first
openly Gay man to win a seat in the
Bundestag, parliament‘s lawmaking
lower chamber.
His election to the Bundestag is
an important advance for German
homosexuals, thought to comprise
up to one—tenth of the 80 million
population.
In view of the Nazis‘ persecution
of Gays and Lesbians, the 33—year—
old Beck says modern Germany has
a moral obligation toward people
like himself. A member of the
Greens, he says he will defend all
minorities during his four—year term.
"All minority groups in Germany
feel left out, whether they are Gays,
refugees or the handicapped," Beck
said Monday.
The Bundestag is a staid place,
where the costume ofchoice is a suit
and bland speeches a staple. But the
influx of varied new faces after the

CANBERRA, Australia (AP) —
He also said the laws are "not
The conservative Tasmanian
Homosexuals in Tasmania would be
acceptable" in "modern Australia."
State government of Premier Ray
election could give the debates a new
protected from prosecution if a pri—
Although Australia‘s conserva—
Groom has consistently refused to
spark of life.
. vacy law adopted by the lower house
tive opposition decided not to op—
repeal its anti—sodomy laws, al—
The Greens — a tie—dyed party
of Parliament on Oct. 19 is also rati—
pose the bill, several ofits legislators though it has not tried to enforce
that sprang from the 1960s peace
fied by the Australian Senate.
abstained from the final vote and
them.
movement — increased their seats
The proposed law would override
four actually voted against the bill.
But homosexuals in Tasmania
from eight to 49.
anti—sodomy laws in Tasmania that
Even so, it passed the House of considered the decades—old law a
Beck will push for legalizing
now carry a maximum penalty of 21
Representatives on a 114—4 vote.
symbolof repression and demanded
same—sex marriages so homosexu—
years in jail.
Australia‘s ruling Labor govern—
its repeal. In April, the U.N. Human
als can have the same rights as het—
Federal Attorney General
ment is confident that it will win the
Rights Committee in Geneva agreed
erosexual married couples.
Michael Lavarch, who guided the
support it needs to push the legisla—
that the Tasmanian law violated
Current laws do not protect a ho—
proposed legislation through parlia—
tion through the Senate. A govern—
Australia‘s obligations under the
mosexual from testifying against his
ment, said Tasmania‘s laws
ment official said most opposition
U.N. International Covenant on
or her partner in a court of law, or
breached the United Nations‘ Inter—
legislators in the Senate had already
Civil and Political Rights.
from being thrown out of an apart—
national Covenant on Civil and Po—
indicated that they would not oppose
ment if the partner dies.
litical Rights.
it.
A foreigner can get an automatic
residence permit if married to a Ger—
Condom Cafe Closed In Manila
man — but the same doesn‘t go for
homosexuals.
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — tant to the municipal administrator,
mirrors and the names of the items
Chancellor Helmut Kohl‘s conser—
The Condom Cafe, a restaurant that said Makati Mayor Jejomar Binay
in
its menu have heavy sexual tones.
vative Christian Democrats say same—
promotes safe sex to stem the spread
ordered the closure of the restaurant
"A restaurant should be a restau—
sex marriages threaten family values.
of AIDS, has been padlocked by mu—
because it did not have the required
rant," Panganiban said. "There are
Beck is aware that he might not be
nicipal officials because they didn‘t permits to operate and clearance other venues that are better to dis—
completely welcome in the Bundestag.
approve of the idea.
from the head of the local commu—
cuss HIV and AIDS like clinics and
"I am prepared for the possibil—
The staff of the Condom Cafe
nity.
hospitals."
ity that some right—wingers in the
said Oct. 12 that police came and
Panganiban said the Makati gov—
About 100 people picketed the
CDU (KohI‘s party) will whisper to
nailed wooden barriers across the
ernment also was reacting to numer— bar‘s opening night, carrying plac—
each other stupid men‘s jokes when
entrance of the bar and restaurant on
ous complaints from nearby
ards that said "Condom Immoral"
I deliver a speech. In my mind, these
the second floor of an office build—
residents "about the alleged vulgar—
and "Save Our Children from Scan—
kinds of people make fools of them—
ing in suburban Makati.
ity of the interior and the menu."
dal."
— selves," he said.
Mar Panganiban, executive assis—
The bar features condom—shaped
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We know firsthand the financial challenge of living with AIDS. We respond to that challenge 24
hours a day.
The Access Program provides the money you need for living today by buying your life insurance
policy. Quickly and Easily, with no medical exams.

With us you bypass brokers ("sellers reps" or "advocates") who may charge you nothing but
receive a big fee from the buyer: money which should go to you.
Our commitment to paying the highest prices——with all the money going to you——and providing a
caring, confidential service continues to make us The Company of Choice.

.. NVE OFFER A SOLUTION!
Family helliing family, call Ron:

1—800-255-641 1
WeSupport
(esl R
$131.
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THE ACCESS PROGRAM is the largest, most established company using only its own funds.
The first company to guarantee payment, THE ACCESS PROGRAMcontinues to lead the
indlustry in setting the highest standards for the protection and benefit ofits clients.
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Gay Man,
Crowned

Lesbian
Homecoming

King and Queen
STEVENS POINT, Wis. (AP) —
Electing a Gay man and woman as
homecoming king and queen at the
University of Wisconsin—Stevens
Point is a vote for acceptance, the
winners said.
Trevor IIk and Nancy LeBeau,
president and public relations direc—
tor of the 10 Percent Society, respec—
tively, were crowned Sept. 29 after
ballots were cast by about 600 stu—
dents. The 10 Percent Society is a
campus organization that represents
Gay and Lesbians.
"I think it‘s a compliment to the
students who elected the homecom—
ing king and queen," Chancellor
Keith Sanders said. "They did not
discriminate on the basis of sexual
preference.
"Wisconsin is one of the few
states that has strong laws about dis—
criminating along the lines of sexual
preference, and our students are very
much in the spirit ofthe state," Sand—
ers said.
IIk said he feels the campus is a
lot more accepting of him and other

|

Gay and Lesbian students than it was
when he first enrolled.
"For the most part, the number
of negative prejudice—type things
have been minimal considering my
high profile, which I suppose can be
another example of the changing cli—
mate on campus," IIk said.
But support of homosexuality —
doesn‘t run across the board.
"It‘s wrong. It‘s a sin, just like
adultery or any other sexually abhor—
rent sin, which both Christians and
non—Christians do," said Jim
Sautner, campus director of Student
Impact, formerly Campus Crusade
for Christ.
The reasons for the election are a
mixed bag, he said. "I think it was
partly politicking on their part, which
everybody does, and partly (reflec—
tive of) the state of where we‘re at.
Homosexuality is more and more ac—
cepted now."
LeBeau said she‘s gotten some
opposition from individuals related
to Christian groups, but not from any
of the ministry groups as a whole.
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Honors Go for Offering Partner Benefits
ST. PAUL (AP)— A Gay and Transgender
Workplace Council, a studied
At NSP,seniormanagement
has
Lesbianrightsgrouphashonoredthe
newgroupincludingrepresentatives
the
issue
for
two
years.
St.PaulCos.,NorthernStatesPower from"ThisTwinis Citiescompanies.
Along
withcompany
flex—timeinstituted
programs,in
andtheWilderFoundationforplan—
which
the
really
thecuttingedge,"
ningtooffertheiremployeesdomes— saidAnn
DeGroot,executivedirec— help
1981,domesticpartnerbenefitswill
tic—partnerbenefits.
toroftheGayandLesbianCommu—
recruitLesher,
and retain
employees,
Allthreeorganizationswilloffer
nityActionCouncil
in
Minneapolis.
saidCyndi
the
utility‘svice
health and dental benefits to the workforce
resources.
Diane Cushman,
manager
of presidentofhuman
same—sexorunmarriedheterosexual
partnering
at
St.
Paul
"NSP
was
one
ofthe
first com—
partnersoftheiremployeesasofJan.
Cos.,
said
the
company
will
re—
panies
in
the
country
to
offer
flex—for
1, 1995.
evaluateallo
f
itsbenefitsin
lightof
iblebenefits.
That‘spretty
good
aconservative utility,"she said.
fromTheyreceivedawardslastmonth
the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, its new definition offamily.
Woman Charged with Killing
Lesbian Lover Is Paroled
BOSTONof fatally
(AP) —stabbing
A womanher victed
ofmanslaughter
by ajury
in ject
of aa 1994
documentary
filmAward.
that re—
convicted
May
of1990and
sentenced
to
nine
ceived
Academy
Lesbianloverhasbeenapprovedfor
to 14Theyearsstate‘sin prison.
Reidfinally
said insaya statement
thatto shethe
released
by
the
state
parole
board
Advisory
Board
of
"can
goodbye
afterservingfive
yearsofa nine—to Pardons
concluded in March that
nightmare
ofbegin."
the abuse and let the
14—yearsentence
formanslaughter.
real
healing
Reidwasnotabatteredwoman
and
Reid,38,
isoneofin— board
didnotkillGaryinself—defense.The
Reid is theEightonlywhose
one alleged
of the
thematesDebraDenise
"Framingham
Eight,"
eight
recommended
in
March
that
Framingham
of the women‘s prison in though
Reid‘s sentence
not be commuted,
abuserwasa
woman.
Framinghamwhopetitionedin1992
memberscalled
heran
"ex—
"I
don‘t
want
any other Gay or
forthecommutation
oftheirprison
cellentcandidate"
forearly
parole.
Lesbianpersontohavetogothrough
sentencesformanslaughteror
mur—
Reid remained incarceratedOct. promisetocontinuetospeakoutfor
what I went through," she said. "I
der
on
the
grounds
that
they
had
19.Itwasuncertainwhenshewould
killedtheirhusbands,
boyfriendsor be released.
victimsofLesbianandGaydomes—
loversReidinself—defense.
Whenfreed,Reidwillbethesev—
ticofdomesticabusewhoareforcedto
violence, and for all the victims
claimed
that
she
had
suf—
enthofthe
Framingham
Eighttobe
fered from
yearspartner,
of abuse
at the commuted,
released. Twofourhadweretheirparoled
sentences
defendtheirlivesagainstpeoplewho
hands
of
her
Jacqueline
and
aresupposedtobetheirlovedones."
Gary,beforestabbingGarytodeath
one
successfully
appealed
her
con—
Thevictim‘sfamilycouldnotbe
in August, 1989. But she was con— viction. Their stories were the sub— located
forcomment.
"We County
feel thatcan‘tthewait
people
Drag Queens, Impersonators Alachua
for theof

courtstorulethese
measuresuncon—
But No Politicians Reign
stitutional,"
said
Georg
Ketelhohn,
spokesman
for
the
No
On
1 toCoali—~
SPOKANE
(AP)
—
Politicians
rial Court,network,
part ofa raises
nationwide
phil—
tion.
"Voters
must
act
now
still don‘t attend, but for 21 years a anthropic
moneyfromfor discrimination dead in its tracks."stop
segment
of
the
city‘s
Gay
commu—
a
variety
of
causes
ranging
nity heelsandfalseeyelashesforthe
has donned sequined gowns, AIDS prevention to a memorial to
high
Youths Arrested
slainSpokane‘s
San Diegocourt
policeraised
officers.
most
glittering
event
on
the
social
$23,000
in Hate Killing
calendar.
thisyearforSpokaneAIDSNetwork,
RENO
(AP)
— Three
youths
"I haven‘tseenone
likethatfora
Hands
Off
Washington
and
the
while,"says
have
been
arrested
in
connection
RayPrevost,
oneof300
Wishing Star Foundation.
withthe July hate—slaying ofaReno
people
attending
the
annual
Impe—
rial Sovereign Courtof theSpokane Judge Allows Vote businessman.
Thehave
namesnotofbeenthe released
17—year—old
Realm coronation ball Oct. 9.
males
be—
The
ball
is
the
most
glittering
on
Ordinance
eventofthe socialcalendar foraseg— GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) — causeof theirage. However, authori—
ties
onbe Oct.
18 said
their identities
mentofSpokane‘sGaycommunity.
AlachuaCountyresidentswillgetto
may
revealed
laterifprosecutors
Local
andstatepoliticiansattend
vote
Nov.
8
on
whether
protection
the here.
coronation balls elsewhere, but afforded Gays and Lesbians in the decideThetothree
chargewerethemarrested
asadults.
not
in con—of
county‘s
human
rights ordinance nection with the July 8 killing
Spokane‘s
coronation
remains
will
remain
orbe
repealed.
mostly underground
WilliamwasMetz,
36. toMetz,deathwho was
andpoliticians.
has not at— Circuit Judge James Tomlinson Gay,
stabbed
tracted
publicity
in the
or
ruled
Oct.
12
that
the
measure
~
parking
lot
ofReno
Former
High
Mayor
School.
Sheri
Barnard
said
pushed byCounty
Concerned
Citizens
of Justin Suade Slotto, 21, was ar—
shewasinvited lastyear, butwasnot Alachua
to
repeal
the
ordi—
rested earlier
forto thefirst—degree
killing. Slotto
able to attend. —
nanceTomlinson
would gotook
to avote.
pleaded
guilty
mur—
TheImperial
Courtsspreadfrom
under
advise—
derin
WashoeDist.Court.
Hefaces
San
FranciscotoSpokaneandmore
ment and
said he proposed
would ruleballot
next up to two consecutive life prison
than60othercitiesduringthe1970s.
week
on
another
terms without
parole Mills
whenLane.
sen—
In many
cities,forincluding
Spo—
measure.
Itwouldamendthecounty
tenced
Dec.
6
byJudge
kane,
the
court
years
was
the
charter Commission
to prevent thefromAlachua
onlyGay organization otherthan the County
and witnessesskinhead
said Slotto
adding
wasPolice
a self—professed
wholot
Metropolitan
Community
Church.
sexual
orientation
protections
into
lured
the
victim
to
the
parking
For most of the year, the Impe— futureordinances.
and killed himbecause hewasGay.
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ay Man Helps Sponsor Message in Newspaper Ad
"Gaysand
Lesbiansare
an invis—
ible
minority,"
he
said.
"As
such,
BOISE,
Idaho(AP)—"Coming
A
marketing
employee
at
her
a
letter.
sensein
advertisingyoursexual
ori—
people
have
limited
images,
and
out"
sounds
like
a
carefree
act,
but
Hewlett—Packard,
Rodehau
said
he
His
mother
now
talks
on
the
entation,orperversionorpractices."
they‘re
not
always
positive."
fornounce
Boisean
Greg Rodehau was
to an—a knew in his teens he was Gay. But phone with Rodehau‘s partner of Rodehausaidhedoesnotdiscuss Ultimately, he said, truth de—
his
homosexuality
hedid not begintoaccept hismother
ituntil his three years, Jerry Marmon.
hisimportant
personal lifeforatheterosexuals
work, but thattoit mands that Gays come out.
slowRodehau,
and often33,painful
process.
mid—20s.Hecouldnottell
Not
everyone
shares
the
Gay
is
"Ifyou‘renotoutandyou‘reGay,
helped
pay
for
an
until
1991.
community‘sexcitementaboutcom—
knowGaysand
Lesbians,sotheysee
you‘re
living a lie."
advertisement
on
National
Coming
"You
have
to
accept
it
within
ingout.
them
as
people.
Out Day in Gays
TheIdahoStatesman
to yourself,understandingyou‘reokay John Slack of
encourage
and
Lesbians
to
as aThat
person,"
hebe said.
the
IdahoCitizens
come
out
—
to
acknowledge
and
can
difficult
because
Alliance,
backer
embrace
their
homosexuality
—
to
Gays
have
few
good
role
models
Living with
of
Proposition
themselves,
a
friend
or
a
relative.
who
are
out,
he
said.
"You
grow
up
One,
said
Gays
This year, with Proposition One feelingyou‘redifferentandyouhave should keep quiet
AIDS
ontheballot,themotivationforcom—
nowhere
to
turn."
about
the
news.
ing out ishisintensified.
Rodehau
in— Gradually,thecircleoftrustwid— "A person‘s should not be
creased
visibility
in
the
Gay
ens. He told
afather
few friends
and Hishis sexuality ought to
communitythisyeartofighttheanti—
siblings.
His
was
dead.
be private,"
Gay initiative.
momlivesin NewYork,sohewrote said.
"I see nohe
a financial
Secrecy a Part of Gay Life Even
challenge...
on National Coming Out Day
CARRBORO,N.C.(AP)—OnNational they face," said one organizer, who identified
ComingOutDay,MaryO‘MeliaandWendy
himselfonly
as woman,
Marty D.who identified herself
Weberweresupposedto
become
the
state‘s
A
local
Gay
recognizedunmarrieddomes— asAllison,saidherfamily,friendsandco—work—
ticfirstofficially
partners.
ershave
knownabout
hersexual preferencefor
They
arrived
Oct.
11
at
Carrboro‘s
town
12years.
Evenso,shefearsdiscriminationfrom
hall wearingrose.their Sunday best and each thegeneral public, she said.
Coping with a personal crisis
clutchinga
"There‘s
that
threat
from
people
you
don‘t
How
would
you ourget offer,
paid? your
should
at least be on your own
But
a
heterosexual
couple
beat
them
to
trust,"shesaid.
"You‘rekindofbetweenarock
Upon
accepting
terms.
thepunch.ChuckMortonandWendyWenck
and
ahard place.
I don‘twantsomecrazy luna— Selling your life insurance policy
money will be placed in an
got"Wegothereandgottheform
to town hall first.
tic
hunting
my
house."
escrow
account*
specifically
can
help
reduce
financial
stress
anditwas
For
others
around
the
state,
revealing
their
created
for
you.
numbered
001,toldandWTVD
we werein Durham.
really sur— sexual preference hasbeen apositiveexperience. and allow you to regain control
The full amount will be sent
prised,"
Wenck
of
your
personal
affairs.
Doug
Ferguson,
now
a
23—year—old
law
stu—
to
you no later than 48 hours
Carrborobecamethefirst
North
Carolina
dent,
said
he
has
known
he
was
Gay
since
he
We
can
help.
after
receiving proof of the requested
towntoregisterunmarrieddomesticpartners.
was
11
or
12.
Buti
t
wasn‘tuntil
helefthishome—
Normally,
we
offer
60
to
80%
of
changes
to your policy.
Undera
newordinance,
which
went
intoef—
town ofCarolina
Charlotteat Chapel
to attendHillthethatUniversity
of
_
the
face
value
of
the
policy.
At
Individual
fect
Oct.
11,
the
town
now
recognizes
such
Benefits Inc., we care
North
he gathered In some instances, we pay more
unions
as
similar
to
marriages.
Across
the
how
you
feel
about
enough
courage
to
tell
his
parents.
us. For more
than 80%. No fees or processing
country,35citieshavebegunregisteringun—
They
information,
were
shocked.
"I
please
felt
like
somehow
call
(anytime):
1
costs are ever deducted from your
married domestic partners.
failed
in
my
example
to
my
son,"
said
money.
Mike
Nelson,
the
Gay
alderman
who
Ferguson‘s
father,
Cullen
Ferguson,
a
newsan—
1 (800) 8003264
spearheadedtheefforttopasstheordinance,
Charlotte.
in
WSOC
at
chorman
said
MortonandWenek‘sregistrationmakes
Ferguson‘s
family
then
began first
itsownwithcom—
an important point.
ing—out
process.
They
struggled
Individual Benefits Inc.
de—n
"I
contested
all
along
that
this
ordinance
nial:
Cullen
Ferguson
lookedfora
reorientatio
applies"Soto heterosexual
couples
aswell,"andhe programforhisson. When he
said.
I‘m
very
happy
that
Wendy
found nothinghe hewasconsidered
Chuck
are
coming
to
register."
credible,
over—
But
Gaysand
Lesbiansare
eagerto
have
whelmed
by
angerand
loss.
theirnon—traditional
unionsofficially
recog—
"It‘slikeyourchild—the
nized. Keith WengerandJohn Bloedorn are child you thought you knew
amongthosewhowaitedalongtimeforsuch
— Hehas credits
died," hea 12—step
said. self—
recognition.
"We‘ve
been
together
fornine yearsfor and
helplearn
program
with helpingaf—
are
eager
to
have
some
recognition
our
him
to
accept.Then,
relationship,"
Wenger
said. registration in ter becoming comfortable
In
contrast
to
the
open
with their son‘s
secret,
the
Carrboro,
National
Coming
Out
Day
re—
Fergusons
faced
the
inevi—
TALKING PERSONALS
mainedCarolina
cloakedcity.in secrecy in this eastern table step ofgoing public.
North
National
ComingOutDay
MEMPHIS » NATIONWIDE
Local
organizers
considered
the
partici—
commemorates
the
anniver—
REAL PHONE NUMBERS
pation
of about
100 Gays and Lesbians
a sary of the 1987 March on
milestone.
But
participantschose
not
todis—
Washington
for Lesbian and
PRIVATE VOICE MAIL
closetheiridentitiesandaskedthat
the
loca—
Gay
Rights.
Forthefirsttime,
tionTheofareason
dinnerand
party
not be onrevealed.
eventswere
planned in all 50
1—900—745
forall
thesecrecy
aday
of
states.
"coming out," they say, involves fear, the
TT>do
threatofrejectionandtheneedtoslowlyedu—
cate thehopecommunity
about homosexuality.
COLLECT CALL
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They
local
recognition
of
National
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Outparticipation.
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forComing
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Do You

Halloween Party Has

Like Chicken?

Yes, Memphis, it‘s coming!
Chicken Shit. Rooster cakes, poul—
try dung, fowl manure, coo coo ca
ca, hen patties, that stuff that you
step in barefoot in Arkansas and
Mississippi that makes your geni—
tals grow so large!
Aloysius Home, the AIDS resi—
dence, needs all of our help just to
open its doors. A worthier cause
does not exist. But for the grace
of God, anyone could find himself
sick and with nowhere to live.
Homelessness is a horrible expe—
rience in itself, combined with a
deadly disease, the problem is vir—
tually unimaginable. These are
once productive people who made
valuable contributions to our com—
munity and deserve a decent place
to spend their final time here with
us. Please help us help them.
Alliance is sponsoring the
"Chicken Shit Contest" at 501

Silk &

Fre\sh

Club on the first Sunday afternoon
in November. Drag yourself away
from your usual Sunday routine
and show up for a little while for
some free food and a hell of a good
time!
How does this contest work?
Simple. A bingo like board will be
placed on 501‘s splendid patio
with numbered squares on it, for a
small donation one can purchase
a square, the chicken is then re—
leased and the first number it de—
cides to relieve itself on is the
winner! You figure it out from
there.
Four in the afternoon, Sun.,
Nov. 6 at Club 501. Be there and
help us help others. Just remem—
ber, we are not free and equal yet,
not by a long shot. If we don‘t help
ourselves, who will?

Redefined Halloween

There was a time when Hallow— dent Bill Andrews, will transform
een meant one of two things — the Youth Building from a utilitar—
dressing up or avoiding the front ian edifice most often used for flea
door bell.
markets to the setting for the largest
In the three years since former costume ball in town.
Friends For Life board member
Organizers say that 15 $500 host
Dennie Wade broached the idea of tables have already been sold— an
an annual fund—raising Halloween amount they say will cover the ex—
party, the event has lit—
penses of staging the
erally taken over the
event. About 17 $250
day.
tables have also been
First staged at Beale
purchased.
Street Landing, the
A $500 cash prize
party drew almost 800
for best costume will
people downtown—its
be awarded during the
only major rival being
costume contest with
the Feabody Hectel‘s
vacation packages go—
Halloween fest.
ing to runners—up.
Last year the party
Individual tickets
moved north to the
are $20 and are avail—
able through Star
Submitted by Alliance by Mule Cook Convention
Center‘s Concourse
Search Video, Mer—
Hall, home of the
istem, Mid—Town
Wonders Exhibitions.
Hair, and Dabbles, as
This year HHH III
F
well as through
;. will be held at the Youth Building Ticketmaster. Visa and MasterCard
at the Fairgrounds Oct. 29 and will charges are available.
feature the first band to play the
$250 tables for 10 are available
event, Nashville‘s Black Widow.
through Oct. 28 through Paul Kelly
Dubbed "A Night in Hell," Deco— at 682—9442. Tables are not available
rating Committee chair Matthew through regular ticket outlets.
Presley and Memphis Scenic presi—
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TJN Targeted
for Protest
Two unidentified people called a
press conference at the Main Library
at Peabody & McLean Oct. 16 to
protest the library‘s distribution of
the TriangleJournal News.
Apparently WREG, Channel 3
was the only news entity interested.
The library has distributed TIN
since its inception over three years
ago and carried Gaze for more than
10 years before that.
Although TJN is available for
reading in the periodical sections of
all libraries, copies are available free
to patrons at the main library. In ad—
dition, the library maintains an
archive of the newspaper.
The story on Channel 3 lasted
about 20 seconds. It failed to note
any affiliation of the protesters, but
did quote a reaction from Allen
Cook, one of TJN‘s co—editors.
Cook said that the TriangleJour—
nal News is trying to create a posi—
tive image in the Gay community
and serves to highlight the issues that
concern our community in terms of
the discrimination it faces.
Channel 3 focused its camerason
the "Gay Teens" ad publicizing the
Gay Teens Support Group. Unfor—
tunately, Cook said, it looked like an
ad for recruiting teenagers into be—
coming Gay.
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Following the terth anniversary
ofthe Tsarus Man ofthe Yearaward,
the club has voted to accept nomi—
nations from the community. Pres—
ently, this is one of the highest
accolades our community has to be—
stow and has recognized ten indi—
viduals and organizations for
conspicuous community service.
Members of Tsarus are not eligible.
« Nominations should be in writ—
ing and be sent to the club‘s post
office box (see Resources) or given
to any Tsarus member.
Previous recipients have been
John Stilwell and Allen Cook,
Aphrodite, Tommy Stewart, Bettye
Griffin, Vincent Astor, HeartStrings
volunteers, the Pipettes, the
Waggettes, Rev. Ethan Pruett and
Rev. Ed Hammett and Dennis
Kijowski.
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Southern Country Memphis‘ first
major fund—raiser, dedicated to late
member Billy Cross, went well over
its initial goal to raise $2,600 to ben—
efit Aloysius Home.
Southern Country, Memphis
Gay/Lesbian country dance club, has
participated in many fund—raisers
since its founding in 1991. The club
scheduled this event and had as one
of its goals participation by other
organizations as well as individuals.
This, too, was successful. Perennial
performing organizations such as
Aphrodite and Wings appeared as
well as representatives from
BWMT, the Community Center,
Memphis Pride and Holy Trinity
Community Church.
Southern Country members
crossed the line from boot—scootin‘
to glamorizin‘ and the show was
signed for deaf audience members.
Show Director Mike Jaudon ex—
pressed great pride and pleasure at
the event‘s success. "We as a club, I
feel, can take our place with so many
others as a club which counts ser—
vice to the community as one of our
goals, as well as the promotion of
country/western dance and social
enjoyment."
Members of Billy Cross‘ family
attended the benefit and were com—

Holy Trinity To Celebrate

plimentary of the performance. Spe—
cial appearances were made by
Lorretta Williams, Hetti McDaniels
and Lady Rae.
Billy Cross was a former mem—
ber of Southern Country who died
of complications of AIDS last
spring.

Gay Comedy
Jam Fills Club
A sizable crowd filled the Com—
edy Zone for the Gay Comedy Jam
"Freedom Tour" which fell to
Memphis on National Coming Out
Day.
Comedians/spouses Scott
Kennedy and Kevin Maye kept the
nicely balanced audience (50—50
male/female with a smattering of
non—Gays) tickled through a full
evening of "family" jokes and rou—
tines.
The performers were also quite
personable off stage and very well
aware of their role as pioneers in
many comedy venues. The tour
was sponsored by The Advocate
magazine. Both performers have
performed in mainstream as well
as Gay/ Lesbian clubs and are tour— .
ing nationwide for the "Freedom
Tane "

All Saints Day
November will be a special time
of celebration at Holy Trinity Com—
munity Church. The church plans
to focus each service on one of the
unique aspects of the congregation‘s
diversity. The theme of the series is
the "Unity of All Saints."
Festivities will begin on Sun.,
Nov. 6 with the Feast of All Saints.
A potluck luncheon follows the 11
a.m. service. Other services will
highlight origins and orientations,
the wisdom of age and youth, the
choices of relationships, and the rich—
ness of Christian heritage. Special
healing services will be held on Nov.
13 for the Mending of Broken Rela—
tionships and the annual Candlelight
Prayer Service for World AIDS Day
on Wed., Nov. 30th, both at 7 p.m.
Another tradition continues with
the Thanksgiving Eve Country

Memphis

Pride

— Party With a
Purpose

Cookin‘ Supper and Gospel Service.
The public is encouraged to attend
any and all of the services. Call the
church office at (901) 726—9443 for
more information.
Holy Trinity is a non—denomina—
tional Christian church that is open
and affirmiing to all people. Every
Sunday, Bible class is offered at 10
a.m., Morning Worship at 11 a.m.
and Evening Worship at 7 p.m.
Wednesday Bible study service is
weekly at 7 p.m. The church also
hosts many other events and services
throughout the month ranging from
counseling to social activities.
, Holy Trinity warmly invites ev—
eryone to join them in November as
an opportunity to sense God‘s love
and beauty.
—Submitted by Holy Trinity

Memphis Pride is beginning in
November to outreach to the com—
munity in preparation for next year‘s
Pride celebrations. Plans are in the
making for a day—long celebration
the second weekend in June which
will include collaboration with other
major organizations.

Last year‘s

celebrations involved a weekend of
events which included the MGLCC
annual River Ride, open house at
Holy Trinity Community Church
and HIV/Health related events.
Representatives from Memphis
Pride participated in Southern
Country‘s fund raiser in October and
will have a brand new Pride button
for Memphis on sale at the Alliance
fund raiser on Nov. 6 at 501/505. A
club night will be held at the Pipe—
line on Nov. 19 to benefit next year‘s
celebrations and a larger event is in
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Host & Enema
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WEDNESDAY SHOWS!
Showtime 11:30 p.m.

ONE SHOW
ONLY
11:15 P.M.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY SHOWS
TWO SHOWS : 11:30 p.m. & 1:30 a.m.

HAPPY HOUR DAILY — 11 a m. —7 p.m.
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After this,

there will be two kinds ofpeople...

Those who were there,

and

Those who just heard about it!
Vour,Hosts

Dr. Marshall Koonce
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im Herbst/Ross Ross
A gennie Wade
Paul

Craig Simrell/Mark Greganti
Jim Farris/Phil McElyea
Mr. and Mrs. William Farris
David da Ponte/.Frank Cooper
Dale Gunn/Kyle Griffith
Chuck Ellis
Scott Roberts/Mark Scott/Mary,Holston
Bill.Andrews
f
Billy Buchanan/Kerry Palmertree
Dr. Lisa.Alex/Cleora Fears
Vuletide Office Supply
and
The Board of Directors
of
Friends Sor LifeHIV Resources
Media Sponsor: The Memphis Plyer
igh, Heels
igh flats &

Individual Tickets — $20
Tablesfor 10 — $500 & $250
Tickets available
at the door
or at
Dabbles, Meristem,

Mid—Town,Hair, Star Search Video

and TicketMaster beginning Oct. 1.

Table Sales available only through
Paul Kelly at 682—9442.
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Sriends SorLife.JIIVResources
Memphis‘SirstFTVIDSService organization.
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Advertisers Reach Out to Gay Consumers .

By Greg Dalton
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Compa—
nies in the corporate mainstream
gradually are coming out of the
closet.
Attracted by the enticing con—
sumer profile of Gays and Lesbians,
a steady parade of companies such
as AT&T, American Express, Ikea
and Saab have started and expanded
marketing campaigns aimed at the
Gay community.
"Our research tells us that these
are affluent, well—educated, brand—
loyal consumers who want high—
quality products," said Dick Martin,
vice president of advertising at
AT&T.
$
Aiming at that market, AT&T
mailed brochures last spring which
depicted three smiling couples in
affectionate poses — two men, two
women and a man and a woman. The
slogan was "Let Your True Voice
Be Heard."
Other companies such as Saab,
the first national auto marketer to
reach out to Gays, have started run—
ning their usual advertisements in
Gay publications.
All this newfound attention is
welcomed by many Gays and Les—
bians, who have historically been
ignored by advertisers.
"These companies are ‘coming
out‘ because they see payoffs going
to their competitors," says Lesbian
activist Susan Horowitz.
"Very often we march down 5th
Avenue in a protest," Horowitz says.
"But now Madison Avenue is
marching down to Greenwich Vil—
lage to find us."
Horowitz helped organize
OutLoud, a Lesbian and Gay cultural
and business two—day expo that starts
today in Manhattan.
The expo, described as the first
large—scale business expo targeting
the Gay market, will include 250
Lesbian and Gay goods and services.
Sponsors say it reflects the enormity
of Gay purchasing power and will
show people which corporate ven—

IT‘S

dors are Gay—friendly.
One sponsor of the event, for ex—
ample, is Progressive Asset Manage—
ment of Oakland, Calif., a small
group of investment advisors who
help Gay investors steer their money
toward companies with good track
records on Gay issues.
Howard Tharsing, a Progressive
portfolio manager, says he evaluates
stocks using a "lavender screen" that
includes a range of criteria such as
family leave policies that recognize
Gay family members.
Apple Computer and Time
Warner rank high on his list because
they both have extended medical
insurance to same—sex domestic part—
ners.
"AT&T doesn‘t have those
benefits but it has diversity train—
ing," says Tharsing. "The work—
place conditions at AT&T are very
good."
On the negative side, Tharsing
lists Delta Air Lines because of a
suit involving a former employee
with AIDS, a disease that has
struck deeply into many Gay com—
munities. A jury in Redwood City,
Calif. awarded the employee
$275,000 for emotional distress
last May, but could not agree that
Delta fired him in 1991 because
he has AIDS.
*
Tharsing says companies with
Gay—friendly personnel policies
such as AT&T also realize the ho—
mosexual market is a good one for
them.
AT&T declined through a
spokeswoman to comment on the
effectiveness of its direct—mail ef—
fort, but Horowitz, the Lesbian
activist, says it was effective.
"When people are choosing a
long—distance carrier they‘ll look
at the brochure on the table and
think, AT&T? MCI? AT&T be—
cause they care about me,"
Horowitz says.
Other companies have directed
images at the Gay market that are
dramatically different than their
usual ads showing All—American
heterosexuals.

image shows openly Gay people.
In addition, Briggs says inclu—
siveness is a powerful theme that
marketers such as Ikea, which has
run ads featuring Gay men and
_

meristem)
Cm.s
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Books &More for Women & Their Friends
930 South Cooper — (901) 276—0282
LISTEN! LOOK AT ME!
Visual andPerformanceArt
on the
Passion, Pain, Politics & Power
ofLesbian Women
Saturday, November 5 — 8 p.m.
See the intense and startling imagination
ofpen & ink artist Sophia Estes
projected larger than life.
Experience the award—winning delivery of
Vickie Kelley‘s dramatic poetic works.
Plus a special section ofLesbian Erotica
from the subtly suggestive to the XXX rated.
"a uniquelyartisiteshow...whereart performs &poetry dances."
MERISTEM
is thrilled to announce
COTTLAND
BEDDING/OTHERLANDS
CAFE, wethat,willalongbe with
underwriting
the
Playhouse on the Square performance of THE SEARCH FOR
~ SIGNS OF INTELLIGENTLIFE IN THE UNIVERSE, the fabulous
show madefamous by LilyTomlin on Broadway! Call usfordetails!
Comegetyourcopyofthe hotnew
FeministBookstores‘Fall Catalog—available onlyatMeristem!
Great New Inventory In Stock For Holiday Shopping!
Don‘tforget—
wewithofferayear—round
10%whodiscountfor
women
living
cancerandanyone
is HIV+. «h .
.
Cs

COMING!!!

THE HOLIDAY SEASON IS COMING SOON.
1ET US HELP IN GETTING YOUR HOME READY
FOR THOSE SPECIAL HOLIDAY GET—TOGETHERS!
PREMIUM QUALITY CLEANING THAT IS
CUSTOM TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS.
PLUS... THINK OF THE TIME YOU‘LL SAVE!

CALL

American Express has adver—
tised travelers checks with the sig—
nature oftwo men or two women.
Ikea, the home furnishings
chain, ran a television spot last
springshowingtwo men shopping
for a table.
companies doing
typesWhileof commercials
have these
con—
ducted in—house research on the
Gay market,
systematic
veys
have beenfewmade
public. sur—
recent Conn.—based
study, conducted
theOne
Westport,
marketby
research
ofYankelovich
ners, givesfirmperhaps
the most Part—
pre—
cise
portrait
to
date
of
Gay
consumers.
The national survey found
people
identify
themselves as
Gay orwho
Lesbian
—approximately
6 percent of the U.S. population
—sexuals
are twice
hetero—
to holdasa likely
graduateas degree.
Their
income
roughly
equivalent"
to thatis of"isheterosexu—
als, contradicting other less—accu—
rate studies which suggest Gays
areOtherstudies
more wealthyhave
thanputaverage.
the Gay
population around 5 percent, but
a study released Thursday by re—
searchersat the University ofChi—
cago
and theat StonyBrook,
State Universityput ofit
New
York
lower. It foundonly 2.8 percent of
the American men polled said they
were
Gay orbisexual
and 1.4 per—
centofthewomen
identifiedthem—
selves as Lesbian or bisexual.
AlthoughExpress
AT&T,have
Ikea used
and
American
openly Gay people in some adver—
tisements,companieswhowant
reach these consumers do not nec—to
essarily have to include overtly
Gaystudy‘s
imagesdirector,
to be effective,
says
the
Rex Briggs.
"Gays are a more stressed out
population,"
he says. "Theysavvy
are
also more technologically
andareveryconcerned aboutcon—
trol and security ofthe home."
Marketers who push those ‘hot
buttons,‘ he says, will get their
message acrosswhetherornotthe

single
mothers,
have used to unite
fragmented
consituencies.
"You canandsaymake‘Wenorespect
indi—
viduality‘
statements
about age, sexual orientation,
ethnicity or anything," he says.
"When youaddthat upyou aretalk—
ingaboutbutnotsixpercentofthepopu—
lation
40 percent."
~—
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Officer Says Navy Trying To Get Rid of

Marine Accused of Being

Him by Not Promoting

Gay Gets Honorable

NORFOLK (AP) — Lt. j.g. Ri—
chard D. Selland was passed over
for promotion in early October in
what the Gay officer calls the first
step in a new attempt by the Navy
to get rid of him.
A Navy board in July recom—
mended the supply officer at the
Norfolk Naval Base be honorably
discharged for violating the
military‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy on homosexuality.
The recommendation is under
review by Navy Secretary John
Dalton. Selland has promised to
fight the discharge in federal court.
But now Selland said the Navy
has found another route that he be—
lieves will ultimately lead to his
discharge. Under Navy regula—
tions, if an officer is passed over
for promotion by two consecutive
promotions boards, the officer is
discharged.
&
A promotions board last week
didn‘t promote Selland; his next
board will be in a year.
"It showstheir determination to
kick him out of any door," said
Hank Hockeimer, Selland‘s law—
yer.
$
Selland argued that the Navy
should have delayed his promotion

Him

board while awaiting the Navy
secretary‘s decision so that he
could be evaluated strictly on his
job performance.
But a Navy spokesman said de—
lays aren‘t permitted. Like every
officer, Selland was evaluated for
promotion based on a regular
schedule, said Lt. Dave Waterman
of the Bureau of Naval Personnel.
Selland‘s most recent fitness re—
port, which Waterman said would
have been reviewed by the promo—
tion board, praised his work as
deputy director of a submarine
squadron‘s small purchase divi—
sion.
But the report recommended
Selland not be promoted because
his "military performance has not
met the same high standard that his
professional performance has. His
continued acknowledgment, in
public media, that he is a homo—

sexual is an open violation of De—
partment of Defense policy on
homosexual conduct."
"Clearly, it wasn‘t anything to
do with my performance," Selland
said. His superiors are "continu—
ing to give me more challenging
jobs to do," he said, including re—
‘sponsibility for 81 other employ—
ees
and
200,000
supply
requisitions per year.
Selland was stationed aboard
the submarine Hammerhead in
Norfolk when he disclosed his
sexual orientation to his com—
manding officer in January 1993,
the day after President Clinton‘s
inauguration. Selland has said he
came forward on the advice of a
chaplain and in the belief that the
new president would reverse the
military‘s policy banning service
by Gays.

Discharge
NEW RIVER MARINE AIR
STATION, N.C. (AP) — A Mag
rine who denies being Gay has
agreed to an honorable discharge
in exchange for allowing military
records to show she left because
she had sex with a woman.
Lance Cpl. Elena G. Martinez,
a 21—year—old disbursing clerk,
said she agreed to the discharge so
she could get on with her life. She
has been a Marine almost three
years, with above—average ratings.
"It was like a great weight had
been lifted from my shoulders,"
Martinez said.
Brig. Gen. Fred McCorkle
signed papers Oct. 6 giving
Martinez the discharge. The agree—
ment was reached Oct. 4, her law—
yer Mark Stevens said.
By agreeing to the terms,
Martinez avoided a military hear—
ing at which she would have had
to defend herself against charges
she is Lesbian.
The allegations stem from ru—

Chili

mors in 1991 that she twice kissed
women and once danced sugges—
tively with women in a nightclub.
Her lawyers had argued that the
Corps investigation violated the
Pentagon‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy on Gays.
Martinez is married but sepa—
rated from her husband. She de—
nies being a Lesbian. Her military
papers, however, will say she was
discharged for "homosexual acts"
and that she is barred from rejoin—
ing the military, said Warrant Of—
ficer Norm North, a spokesman for
the air station.
_
The Corps had wanted to give
Martinez a general discharge un—
der honorable conditions, which is
less prestigious than an honorable
discharge and would have pre—
vented her from getting GI Bill
educational benefits.
Martinez plans to return to her
native Dallas and go to school.
"She convinced herself she was
better off," Stevens said.
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(901)
521—6044
timedthedecisiontoNationalCom—
acrushingblowtotheradicalright‘s
Pacer 391—3176
ingOutDay.Butthatdidn‘tbother effortstocurtailimportantconstitu—
supporters.
tional
protections."—
Suzanne
B.
"I don‘t knowt‘isfafabulousgift
it was inten— Goldberg,staffattorneyatLambda
tional,butIthinki
LegalDefenseandEducationFund
forAnderson,directorofEqualityColo—
Coming Out Day," said Sue andaco—counselinthecase.
"The Supreme Court of. thatthe
rado.
UnitedStateshasneverheld.
thethe right
to participate
equally
in
political
process
i
s
a
funda—
mental
right."
—Justice
William
Erickson,the
lonedissentingjus—
For Oregon ticeintheruling.
guage."
Before Measure 13 cant firsmake
it
totheSupremeCourt,i
t
hasto
pass
in theACLU
Nov. 8lawyer
election.Charles
If that
happens,
Hinklesaidhewillf
ile alawsuitto
havei
tAndshouldi
declaredunconstitutional.
t winduponappeal
beforethe
Oregon
thewhetherornotsuchmeasuresviolates
Colorado court‘sSupremeCourt,
opinion of
thefederalconstitutiondoesn‘tcontrol
whattheOregoncourtmightsay.
TheOregon courtcould look at
thesameissueandfindthemeasure
constitutional.S
til , theOct. 11 de—
cisioni
s
notgoodnewsforMeasure
13,Schumansaid.
"Thebe persuasive
(Colorado)authority
court‘s ruling
Delivery
Designs
willcontrollingauthority,"hesaid.
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Colorado‘s Anti—Gay Rights Amendment
Declared

Unconstitutional

By Carl Hilliard
Associated Press Writer
DENVER (AP) — State officials
plan to appeal a state Supreme Court
decision striking down an anti—Gay
rights amendment as unconstitu—
tional. Gay rights groups hailed the
ruling.
The court ruled Oct. 11 that
Amendment 2, which prohibited lo—
cal governments from outlawing dis—
crimination against homosexuals,
denies Gays an equal voice in gov—
ernment.
"This ruling is a decisive affirma—
tion of Lesbian and Gay rights, and
a crushing blow to the radical right‘s
efforts to curtail important constitu—
tional protections," said co—counsel
Suzanne B. Goldberg, an attorney at
Lambda Legal Defense and Educa—
tion Fund, a Gay—rights organization.
The amendment "singles out one
form of discrimination and removes
its redress from consideration by the
normal political process," ChiefJus—
tice Luis Rovira wrote for the court‘s

6—1 majority.
State Attorney General Gale
Norton said the thrust of the state‘s
appeal to the high court will be the
role voters have in setting state poli—
cies.
Two other states will have anti—
Gay—rights measures on their ballots
next month. Measure 13 in Oregon
and Proposition 1 in Idaho would
forbid state and local governments
from giving legal minority status to
people based on homosexual behav—
ior. Unlike Colorado, their measures
also would limit public schools and
universities in how they teach about
homosexuality, and limit access to
books on the subject at public librar—
ies.
Colorado‘s Amendment 2, which
would have struck down anti—dis—
crimination ordinances in Denver,
Boulder and Aspen, was never en—
forced. It was challenged immedi—
ately, and has been the subject of
court battles since then.
It was written by Colorado for

Colorado Decision Bad News
By Andrew Water
Associated Press Writer

from promotion of homosexuality
but at the same time preserves basic
human rights," said Scott Lively, the
OCA‘s state membership director.
The OCA expects Measure 13 to
fare better than the Colorado law be—
cause it contains a clause that pro—
tects all citizens, including
homosexuals, from discrimination,
Lively said.
The clause says all citizens are
guaranteed state and federal consti—
tutional rights.
But the clause cited does noth—
ing to make the Oregon measure dif—
ferent from the one in Colorado,
Schuman said.
The clause, he said, means "that
if Measure 13 is declared unconsti—
tutional it cannot be enforced. That‘s
a completely circular piece of lan—

Reactions Vary

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —The
same constitutional problem that led
the Colorado Supreme Court to de—
clare that state‘s anti—Gay—rights law
unconstitutional could pose prob—
lems for Oregon‘s Measure 13.
The "fatal flaw" of Amendment
2 was that it made it impossible for
a group of people to use the legisla—
tive process for its own protection,
said David Schuman, a University
of Oregon law professor.
"It put the political process out
of their orbit by basically prohibit—
ing state and local governments from
passing Gay—rights laws," said
Schuman, an expert in equal protec—
tion issues.
"Measure 13 does the exact same
thing," he said.
Measure 13 would overturn Gay—
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Businesses and
Other Points of Interest
Aloysius Home
Bookstar®
Botanica
Circuit Playhouse*
Dabbles
Friends for Life*
Gyps
Holy Tim
Trinity Church*
Lambda Center*
Lavender Earth
Library*
MGLCC*
Meristem*
Mid—Town Hair*®
Squash Blossom*
Star Search Video*
Sweetpea‘s
Paris heatre*
TJN Distribution Sites
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"Elegance For Less"
2018 Court (in Midtown Flea Market)
Hours: 9:00 — 5:00 Fri., Sat., Sun.

o
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3
3
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Vintage Fashions & Furnishings
We buy, sell or trade
East Parkway

Clubs and
Restaurants

1474 Madison

K

Amnesia
Apartment Club
Club Hide—A—Way
Coffee Cellar
Construction Site
The Edge
501 / 505 Club

J-Wag's
Nikita‘s
Oops
P & H Cafe
Pipeline
Sunshine Lounge
WKRB
Western Steak
House
16. Xcape

9.
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13.
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Gay and Lesbian
Community

QGome play Shuffleboard with Sheba

Center

1486 Madison

4

(901) 726—5790
NIKITA‘S BAR AND GRILL
(901) 728—GAYS

2117 PEABODY AVE. « MEMPHIS, TN 38104

(901) 272—1700

Owner
Shirley Ward

832 S8. Cooper

(901) 272—2853

HERBS — FOLIAGE < GIFTS — ETC.

Space donated as a public
service of the
Triangle Journal News.
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based on the C.S. Lewis book
Come experiance the Magic
Nov. 5 — Dec 23rd
Call 726—4656 for Box Office
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by Russell Vandenbroucke
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November Community Calendar

1528 Madison
(901) 278—9321

28
* MGLCC Movie
Night, "My Beautiful
Launderette," 7 pm
* Bowling League
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, 9 pm
* Miss X—scare
Pageant, Club
X—scare , 11:30 pm

29
* MGLCC Matinee,
"My Beautiful
Launderette," 2:15
pm
+ High Heels, High
Hats, & High Times
Halloween Party,
Fairgrounds Youth
Bldg., 8 pm
« Tsarus/Pipeline
HalloweenParty
(E

1
NOV.
* B—GALA, U of M,

* NA Meeting,

3
* GRACE Mtg., Call

Coryomunittyy Church
Services, 11 am, &
7 pm

FMysgg, 6 pm
«Halloween Party for
Children of Gay/

University Center,
7 pm
* Lambda Men‘s

MGLCC, 7 pm
+ Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community

John. 725—5237
® R|0t_Grrls Mtg.,
Meristem, 71. 5 pm

Meeting, 6 pm
® MGLC? Movie

*+ Miss Mess Memphis

Lesbian parents,

Chorus, MGLCC,

Church, 7:30 pm

* Cotton Pickin‘

Best! 7 pm
+ Bowling League
+ Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, 9 pm
+ Golden Family
Reunion,
Club Hide—A—Way

30
* Holy Trini

Pageant, Amnesia,
11 pm

2

Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30 pm
* Golden Family
Reunion, Club Hide—
AWay

7:30 pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8 pm

MGLCC, 7 pm

_

g |recnonnay g
9
* NA Meeting,
* Gay Alternative Hour +B—GALA, U of M,
*HTCC Services,
MGLCC, 7 pm
University Center,
11am & 7 pm, Feast FM 89.9, 6 pm
of All Saints
* Game Afternoon,
MGLCC, 1—4 pm
* Alliance Chicken Shit
Bingo benefit, 501/
505 Club, 4 pm
+ Dabbles‘ A World of
Passion benefit,
Cook Convention
Center, 8 pm
1 3

+ Friends For Life
Dinner, St. John‘s
Methodist, 6:30 pm
« Gay Lifestyles
Discussion Group,
MGLCC, 7 pm

14!

* Holy Trinity Community|

+ Gay Alternative Hour

Chorus, Chili
Extravaganza,
MGLCC, 6—8 pm
+ Aphrodite‘s
i That‘s
Entertainment

MGLCC, 7 pm
» First Class Male,
11:15 p.m., JWags

Church Services, 11
am, & 7pm
* Lambda Men‘s

FM 89.9, 6 pm
+ GayLifestyles
Discussion Group,

16

15

FOR DEC. ‘94 TJN

+ Integrity Eucharist &
Healing Svc., pm
Dinner/Mtg 645 3
Calvary Episcopal
+B—GALA, 7 pm
|, Lambda’Men's
Chorus, 7:30
, 7:30 pm
+ Southern Country

+NA Meeting,

MGLCC, 7 pm
* Bible Study,Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7:30 pm

— 795.5937
+ Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30 pm

1 7
+ GRACE Mtg., Call

John, 725—5237
+ CottonPickin‘

Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt. Church,
7:30 pm

+ Memphis Pride meets,
s Sgtggdfuif;
»
yes

Night; Personal

Say

VETERANS

21
a Hour
+ Gay Alternative
FM 89.9, 6 pm
+ Friends For Life
Dinner, St. John‘s
Methodist, 6:30 pm
* Gay Lifestyles

Discussion Group,
MGLCC, 7 pm

a Board Mtg.,
+ Integrity
The Cupboard,
6:30 pm
+ B—GALA, U of M,
Univ. Center,7 pm
+ Lambda Men‘s

Chorus, MGLCC,
7:30 pm

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8 pm

a oops ranmiOpenig
+ HIV+ Tea Dance,
Pipeline, 5 pm
+ Passion, Pain, Politics |
& Power, performance,
Meristem, 8 pm
* Beyond Tea II benefit
501/505 Club, 8 pm

1 1

1. 2a
R

+ MGLCC Movie

* MGLCC iMatxnee,

Night, "The
Children‘s Hour," 7
pm
+ Bowling League
+ Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, 9 pm

"The ghnldren's
Hour," 2:15 pm
» Bisexual Alliance
meeting, MGLCC,
4 pm
® Transgender
Alliance, MGLCC,
6 pm for changing,
meets 7 pm

®

» Bowling League
+ Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, 9 pm

* MGLCC Monthly —
Pot Luck, MGLCC,
Bpm |___
« Memphis Pride GDI
Club Night, Pipeline,
19 pm
* chuut/Hoyhouse

25th Anniversary

"23
+NA Meeting, MGLCC,
«Pilgrim Thanksgiving
Service, 1st Congrega—
tional, 7 pm _
* 2082“ mmuﬂﬂf'

aJ,"$73.30 fe Y
* Tammika St Johns
Birthday, Club Hide—A—
Way, 10 pm

24
G
THANKSGIVIN
Buffet Dinners at:
501/505 Club
MGLCC (Pot Luck)
Nikita‘s

Pipeline
Sunshine Lounge
* Miss [ﬂack Gay TN
SpeC|al_,
Club Hide—A—Way,
11 pm

25|
a
* MGLCC Movie
Night, "Mascara,"
7 pm
+ Bowling League
» Southern Country

Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, 9 pm

+ Mr. Blaok Gay TN,
Club—Hide—A—Way,
11:30 pm

227 Monroe
(901) 528—834¢

Open

_

Thursday — Sunday
Shows
Beer Bust

EAGLCC Matinee,
Tombstone,
2:15 pm

* MGLCC Movie

Night, "Tombstone,"
7 pm

scape

19

18

>
WKRB, 8
, pm

9 pm

+ Fall Carnival,
501/505 Club, 3 pm

Seme

* Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7:30 pm

® MGLQC Board

Dance Lessons

benefit, Amnesia,

20
x
* Holy Trinity
Community Church
Services, 11 am, &
7 pm
* Game Afternoon,
MGLCC, 1—4 pm

7 pm
+ Lambda Men‘s
Chorus, MGLCC,
7:30 pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8 pm

I O
Meeting!
GRACE
*
Liturgy, Call John,

5

4

nauoween 3 1
+ Gay Alternative Hour

26
2
* MGLCC Matinee,
"Mascara," 2:15 pm

FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
321 BELLEVUE
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389
(901) 278—AIDS
Information,
Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
A public service of the Triangle Journal News
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e’ Insists He‘s Telling Truth in Hormone May Help
Real—Life Philadelphia Case
PLWAs Gain Weight
"IDoe,am,"whoDoeis using
responded
quietly.
Philadelphia,Doecontendshisfirm
SAN
FRANCISCO
(AP) — A General
university—affiliated
San Francisco
a
pseudonym
violated
the
federal
American
Dis—
new
study
showsthe
lossofweight
Hospital
said.
toprotecthisidentity,repeatedlyre—
abilities
Actafterandlearning
other lawshebywasfir— tients
and muscle
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Half the patients injected them—
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defense
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to
show
con—
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him
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of a human
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a placebo.
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University
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when
monitoring
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re—on composition,
them for changes
in weight,
body
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and
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O‘Brien
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the
lawsuit
from
the
movie.
ported
in
The
New
Times
endurance
and
other
pressedDoeabouthisworkatKohn.
When
O‘Brien described a memo Oct.
16, couldfor have
far—reaching
factorsduringthefirstthreemonths
The
plaintiff
answered
that
he
was
Doesenttohislawyersasa"script,"
implications
the
treatment
of
a
ofthe
trial,threeSchambelan
said.
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praised
for
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and
an
angry
Doe
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"It‘s
not
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variety
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After
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oflaw."
said.
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to
use
hor— —.
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you
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doing
Doealsoexplainedagainhow
he
"In
so
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other
chronic
dis—
moneandthosewhopreviouslyused
well"Nothere?"O‘Brien
asked.
determined that his firm knew he eases—lungdisease,heartdisease,
the placebo beganto put onreleased
weight,
sir,"Doe
replied.
wasHIV—positive.Theattorneysaid
kidney
disease,
joint
disease
—
too,accordingtothestudy,
"YouknewinJuly 1992you had hewas
lookingfora casehediscov—
file in his muscle
wasting is a problem
that Oct.
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International
tolookforanotherjob?"
supervisor‘sofficewhen
limits
performance,"
Dr.
Donald
Symposium
Nutrition
and HIV/
"No
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Doe
said,
although
he
eredacopyofaletterhisdoctorhad
Kotler,
an
AIDS
researcher
at
St.
AIDS
in
Philadelphia.
admittedsendinghisresumetosev—
written
aboutheDoe‘s
HIVstatus. his Luke‘s—RooseveltHospitalCenterin
All 50 participants in the initial
eral
firms
seeking
information
on
He
said
neverconfronted
Manhattan,
toldthe
Times.
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salaries
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aboutandtheangry,"
letter. Doe muscle
"In stroke
patients,
fordifference
example, some
continued
togained
take theashormone
and30
Theattorneyalsoadmittedsend—
upset
strength
is
the
have
much
as
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between
someone
getting
therapy
pounds.
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going
to
and
going
home
or
being
ware—
Thetherapy
holdsgreat
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to
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interested
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In rebuttal
questioning
by Doe oftheirlife,"he
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this
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Alan
Epstein,
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attorney
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body‘s cell—creating processes,
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said.
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attend
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Kotlersaid.
"Ineededsupport.
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In a case that parallels the film tended
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Doe
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too
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said
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oftheir
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said.
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director Dr. Mortis Schambelan of independentofimmunefunction."
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addedalsoprotein—rich
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sur—
viveflare—upsofAIDS—relatedinfec—
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are expectedsaid,to "there
create
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are"There‘s
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self,
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and
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peopleoverreactandfor
workevaluations."
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whatevermotivatesthemthey
don‘t
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documenting
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treat
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everyone
else,"
said
work
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be
the
most
NanFeyler,executivedirectorofthe
— importantstepforHIVpatientswho
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think
their illness may cost them
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It‘s GOOD for
agroupthatprovidesfreelegalaidto
theirjobs.
peoplewithAIDSandtheirfamilies.
"HIV
will
not
protect
the
termi—
901—761—9178
Business!
But
waiting
sometimes
creates
nationofsomeonewhoisabadem—
otherproblems,saidMichaelClosen ployee." Hanssenssaid.
‘Scott

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — HIV—
positive attorney "Scott Doe" and his
lawyer told a federal jury that Doe
ranked third of 18 lawyers in bill—
able hours while working at a promi—
nent Philadelphia law firm.
Doe, who claims the firm fired
him because he has the virus that
causes AIDS, presented time sheets
Oct. 18 in an attempt to rebut alle—
gations by lawyers for Kohn, Nast
& Graf. The firm says it fired Doe
not because of his medical condition,
but because he didn‘t work long
enough hours or perform well.
The billing documents showed
that during a five—month period, Doe
billed clients for 3,103 hours.
The 30—year—old lawyer said he
worked more hours than could be
billed to any one client.
Doe insisted he was telling the
truth about the quality of work he
performed for the firm.
"Isn‘t it important to tell the
truth?" Scott Doe was asked by Wil—
liam O‘Brien, the lawyer represent—
ing Harold Kohn, senior attorney for
the firm of Kohn Nast.
"Yes, sir," replied Doe.
"Then why don‘t you tell it?"
O‘Brien asked.
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Threat

By Jim Norcross
"Mama, I just found out Paul‘s a
fag. Can you believe that? A fag!"
Ruby Gorley sat on her stained
red velvet sofa in the living room
of her double—wide trailer talking
to her daughter in the telephone.
She reached up and pulled the un—
filtered Camel cigarette from her
mouth and then flicked the remote
control of her television to mute.
Monday was her day off from the
Pancake House on Truman Road
where she was head waitress. Nor—
mally she refused to let anything
disturb her on the one day when
she could catch up on her soap
operas. However, what her daugh—
ter Sheila was telling her was bet—
ter than anything that was going
on right now on her stories.
"Calm down, dear. He‘s your
ex—husband. It‘s just a matter of a
few weeks until it‘s final. How do
you know if this is true anyway?"
"You remember Kevin? The
bass player in that band I used sing
with? The one I was singing with
when I met Paul—you know Paul
the fag." She spat out the word. "I
can‘t believe I ever let him touch
me. Well, Kevin has been seeing
this older woman, and I mean a lot
older woman. She runs this queer
club over on Troost. She‘s straight,
after all there‘s nothing wrong
with Helen; she just likes younger
guys. Well, Kevin went there the
other night to see her and looked
over and recognized Paul, who
was with some big guy over in the
corner booth. Kevin asked Helen
about him. She didn‘t want to say
anything, but after all, Kevin could
see with his own eyes, and let me
tell you, Paul wasn‘t selling insur—
ance back there."
"Well, you‘ve got about every—
thing he has, haven‘t ya?" said
Ruby, drawing on her cigarette.
"Oh, Mama, you‘re so dumb
sometimes. Paul ain‘t gonna want
anyone to know this, especially his
father, and like Kevin was telling
me, maybe I can get more out of
him. I‘ve been thinking about go—
ing to some kind of medical train—
ing school, you know, where I
could meet a lot of doctors. What
ya think, mama? Say, don‘t you
know some big shot attorney who
has coffee with you each morning
over at work? Think you might
talk to him?"
"Well, yes," Said Ruby. "Let
me call you tomorrow." Ruby
hung up the telephone, but didn‘t
turn the sound on the television
back on. Instead, she sat looking
at the soundless screen, her mind
running over some plans. Maybe
Sheila was on to something. Just
maybe she was.
se oie ote ote ie
"All right, you S.0.B., don‘t lie

with open lust. But Sheila had
to me. I know you‘re queer. Now
wanted him, and he walked out of
admit it."
the convention that night with her
Paul Brady was having lunch
on his arm and the other men were
with his ex—wife, or he thought she
impressed. "Damn, that Brady has
was his ex—wife, as he thought the
all the luck," they said.
divorce had been finalized. But to—
Learning that Paul was single
day, Sheila had called him at his
and had his own insurance agency,
office and demanded that they
Sheila decided rapidly that he was
meet, saying something had come
exactly right for husband number
up and they needed to talk. Natu—
four—though she admitted to only
rally, she had selected one of the
one prior marriage to Paul. Sheila
most expensive and trendy eater—
ies on the Plaza for the event. Paul,
was tired of living on cottage
cheese and Slim—Fast in an effort
not anticipating any problem, had
to maintain her figure. She was
agreed to meet her, thinking there
was just some little thing that tired of fighting off the advances
of the men at the bars and conven—
needed to be ironed out.
tions where the band played, and
Sheila snarled something about
she was tired of having to stay
fag or queer again, not all of which
Paul heard. He stammered, his blonde and mamtammg the image
of being 27 when, in fact, she was
face turned red, he looked around
soon to be 37. She longed for se—
to see if anyone was listening.
curity, and being able to sleep all
"Don‘t lie to me. I have proof,
and you‘re trying to buy me off day. At 17, she had married a
with a little pittance of an alimony drummer who beat her. She left
him for a guitar player who drank,
payment and property settlement.
Well, it ain‘t going to work, big and then it was a bartender who
had a drug problem. With Paul, she
boy. Here, I thought I was marry—
thought she had found gold; a col—
ing a real man, a former football
lege man who had his own busi—
captain, a hairy—chested Marine,
ness, a nice home and a new car.
and what do I end up with? A God—
damned fag." Sheila leaned across A man who was well—mannered,
the table. "I gave up my career for polite and good looking to boot.
When Paul finally proposed mar—
you, and I‘ve conducted myself as
riage, she called her mother. "I did
a loving and caring wife, and what
it, Mama. I did it, Mama. I landed
do I find out? Well, this ain‘t
gonna get it. I want more money."
him. Boy, am I set now."
Sheila was not, however, pre—
"Sheila, you are getting every—
pared for the hours that Paul put
thing, The house, car, the furniture.
What more do you want from
in at the agency, not did she feel
comfortable around the wives at
me?" Paul‘s voice rose more than
he wanted it to, and he looked the country club where Paul spent
a lot of time pursuing insurance
around again.
leads. The marriage faltered, sput—
"Well, I want it all!" She low—
tered and then was over. Paul had
ered her voice into a growl and
visited a Gay bar for the first time
looked him straight in the eye.
shortly after he and Sheila had .
"Your father‘s a doctor, and he
filed for divorce. There, he had run
should be willing to kick in some
into Bobby, a former college
money just to protect his only
roommate that he had played foot—
son‘s good name. Don‘t think I
ball with at State College. Bobby
won‘t go to him either. The bas—
now was a high school football
tard never liked me—just because
coach, and he and Paul were liv—
I was from the East Bottoms and
ing together, even though Paul had
my daddy worked in the refiner—
ies there. No sir. Have I got a thing not yet given up his apartment.
"Sheila, you don‘t have any
or two to tell him."
"My father is a small—town doc—
grounds for these claims," said
tor. He doesn‘t have a lot of Paul. "All divorce papers have
been filed and it‘s over as far as
money."
"Maybe not, but he‘s got some,
I‘m concerned."
"Don‘t matter none. I‘m haul—
and by damn I want it.
ing your ass back into court. I‘ve
Paul had married Sheila in
haste after two failed marriages,
decided that I want to go to medi—
which he tried to deny his feelings cal technician school." She leaned
across the table from him and
for men. They had met at an in—
surance convention where Sheila
looked him in the eye. "Bet there‘s
some real men there." She scooted
was singing with a rock band. Paul
back in her chair then sat up
was drinking heavily at the time,
lying to himself and playing the straight and said," I need money
man about town, trying to show * for school, clothes and living ex—
other men what a stud he was. He penses. You agree to what I want,
had been flattered by the attention or I go to your father."
"Well, I‘m not going to agree
of Sheila, a girl the other men at
to this. It‘s completely out of the
the convention had looked upon

~

question." Paul put down his nap—
kin and signaled for the check and
said, "I‘ve had enough. Your de—
mands are outrageous. The divorce
is final. If there are any further
questions, just talk with my attor—
ney." He picked up his brief case
and walked to the door.
Sheila, not expecting to have
her demands refused, sat seething

The

with rage, then picked up a cup and
hurled it at Paul. It shattered on the
wall over his head. "You S.0.B.
You fag. You‘re gonna pay for
this. Some way, somehow. I‘ll get
you. Somehow. Some way."
Paul walked out of the restau—
rant and didn‘t look back. He
closed the door as a cup struck the
wall where he had stood.

MANline
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or Nationwide!
Phone Numbers or 1—on—1

1—900—420—3535
$1.50/minute 18+
Record your own message FREE
1—800—610—GUVYS (4897)
Touchtone EDGETECH/Atlanta

RECLAIM
SEX
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Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center

An Interactive Workshop Facilitated by
Friends For Life HIV Resources

SAFER SEX WORKSHOP
Purpose:
To reclaim the heat of sex and to address some of
the complications HIV has thrown in the way of
men meeling men.
Join with like—minded men in
an exploration of the
erolic possibilities of safer sex.
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Fndraising for HIV Services
DuringthemonthsofSeptember
ture
themselvesincluding
as representativeof
and
October,
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For
Life
was
the
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handing
outso—
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in
several
events,
includ—
brochures
and
event
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and
licit fundsaredoor—to—door.
These in—
ing
the Walk forFestival,
the Homeless,
the dividuals
frauds.
Cooper—Young
the
KJMS
InFriends
order For
to protect
ourraisersare
support—
101 Southern
ClassicTailgate
Party
ers,
Lifefund
and
the
Massage
Fest
(which
was
evenmoresuccessfulthanweantici—
usually
publicized well in advance
inLifeLineand/ortheTriangleJour—
pated).
Thanks
to
everyone
who
News. Please
be wary
of any
turned
out.be aware that some indi— nal
door—to—door
solicitors
and
remem—
Please
vidualsdousesomeFriendsForLife
ber,
while
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needful
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fund
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as
well
as
fund
raisers
your
support,
we
will
not
come
knockingnotice.at your door without ad—
fortheirown
other personal
non—profitgain.agencies,
They pos—for vance

riends For Life V
Resources Ads to Staff
Astheservicesandtheclientbase portunities and challenges FFL has
havecontinued toexpand atFriends to offer," Taylor said. " It is very
For Life HIV Resources, so has the important to me to advocate and be
staff. Friends For Life has recently a voice for those, for whatever rea—
hiredtwonewstaffmembers,bring— son, who are unable to do that for
ing the total to eight staff members themselves."
whocoordinateandimplementafull Alsonew tothestaffisJune Lee,
range of services for people living Volunteer Coordinator. Before
with HIV or AIDS and educational comingtoFriendsForLife,Junewas
services.
a recruitment consultant for Life—
Pam Taylor, Friends For Life blood. She and her husband Dean
HIV Resources newest case man— have a daughter who is a senior in
ager, moved to Memphis five years high school and three cats.
ago. She and her husbandJim have Mrs. Leeencouragesanyonewho
a son who attends kindergarten. is interested in volunteeropportuni—
Since moving to Memphis, Mrs. ties to call herat 272—0855. A place
Taylor has worked with the home— will befound foryourskills, experi—
less and victims ofabuse.
ence and enthusiasm.
"I am very excited about the op—

Massage Fest Complete
Success
On Oct.Massage
1 about Institute
20 of Memphis‘
finest
Body Workers
gathered
at the
Memphis
for
FFL‘s
first
annual
Massage
Fest.
Over the next eight hours these caring and talented people gaveFFL.mas—By
sages(andothertypesofbodywork)tothepublicfordonationsto
theendoftheevent $947.00hadbeen raised for FriendsforLife.Thegreat
success of the event has inspired these same massage therapists and FFL to
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olaing
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Holiday Toys
For Kids
As theFriends
Christmas
season
ap—
proaches,
For
Life
HIV
Re—
sources isKidsprogram.
preparing fortheWeHoliday
Toysfor
hopeto
betra able
to
make
this
Christmas
ex—
special
for
those
children
whose
parents
mayproblems
be struggling
withHIV+
ad—
ditional
being
brings.
Inbethegathering
month ofNovember,
FFL
will
information
foretc. clothing
sizes,
special
requests,
forthe
children
we
haveon
file.or
Ifyou
would
like
to
adopt
a
child
family (more
than
1 child) please
contact
Friends
ForLifeat272—0855
and ask for Kerrel, Erica, or Pam.
Feast
for Friends
Th on ksgiVlng
*

make it an annual event.
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We at Friends For Life want to especially thank Kathy Wessels of the

Photo Copier
i
Office Chairs

FFL Advisory Board who co—coordinated the event with FFL staff. Also,
thanks go to Karen Craig who graciously donated the use of the Massage
8
asi
lod event would not have been pos—
C
Institute. Without this wonderful space the
sible. Of course; it was the body workers who donated their time and skill
who truly gave of themselves in support of FFL and our ongoing work.
Please accept our heart felt thanks.
Thanks also go to those who came and made such generous donations.

Call 272—0855 if you have items to donate to Friends For Life
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Friends For Life Statistics

The

Client Services

Caring

Tree

Show your compassion for people living
with AIDS by buying one of these beautiful
Fraser Fir Christmas Trees to benefit Friends
For Life HIV Resources.

* Number of New Clients: 57
* Current Active Caseload: 502
* Number of Cases Closed: 3
* Number of Clients Served by the Food Pantry: 393

The trees are the finest Fraser Fir vari—

* Number Served at Feast For Friends: 535

ety grown only at the highest eleva—
tions of the blue Ridge Mountains in
North Carolina. They are cut just
before being carefully packaged
with a red ribbon and shipped to
you in a refrigerated truck, which
guarantees you the freshest
possible tree.

Education:
+ Number of Presentations & Workshops: 33
* Number of Informational Tables: 6
* Number of Safer Sex Kits Distributed: 3073
+ Number of AIDS Hotline Calls (business hours): 138

Volunteer Hours:

Each tree

+ Number of Volunteer Hours Utilized: 984

* Fresh—cut and shipped immediately

wil

be:

* Cone—shaped with 50% taper
* Heavy density with three defect—free faces
Trees will exceed the U.S. D.A‘s Premium Grade

Gay, HIV Positive Father Seeks

and be delivered to your door!

More Visits with Three Daughters

Size

Cost

4 1 /2—5 ft Fraser Fir
By Tom Stuckey
Associated Press Writer
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP) — David K.
North‘s battle for more liberal visitation
rights with his daughters would be a run—
of—the—mill case except for three factors. The
former Baptist minister is Gay, is infected
with the AIDS virus and is living with his
lover.
His appeal of a ruling that he can see the
girls only a few hours a week during the
daytime gives Maryland appellate courts the
first opportunity to determine whether ho—
mosexuality is a reason to limit the rights
of a mother or father who is otherwise a
good parent.
North has asked the Court of Special Ap—
peals to overrule a lower court judge who
denied overnight visits because she said he
could not be trusted to hide his homosexu—
ality from his children, ages 9, 6 and 3.
The court fight is layered with conflict—
ing emotional and legal disagreements be—
tween the father and Kathryn Dionne North,
his former wife.
North, who once preached that homo—
sexuality was a sin, said after the hearing
he has made peace with God and knows that
he is "a Christian who happens to be Gay."
"As long as I‘malive, my daughters have
a father they can relate to in total honesty
and truth," he said.
Mrs. North described herself as a deeply
religious woman who believes homosexu—
ality is a sin.
R
"That‘s what I‘ve been teaching the chil—
dren. That‘s what he taught the children
when he was in the pulpit," she said.
She said she is worried her husband will
not conceal his homosexuality and that her
children may contract the AIDS virus even
though medical testimony at the circuit court
hearing said that is not possible with casual
contact.
"I don‘t want them to be guinea pigs. I
don‘t want my babies to die," Mrs. North

said.
Both parents have turned down requests
for interviews and for appearances on na—
tional news and talk shows. Their only pub—
lic comments came in interviews with
reporters the day of the appeals court hear—
ing.
At that hearing, lawyers for Gay rights
groups and the American Civil Liberties
Union argued that North had been denied
normal visiting rights only because he was
homosexual and living with a lover.
"The significance of this case is that the
court is presented squarely with the ques—
tion of whether the fact that somebody is
homosexual is a reason to disqualify him
from visitation," said Stuart Comstock—Gay,
head of the American Civil Liberties Union
in Maryland.
"It‘s a very important question. We need
more loving parents rather than fewer, and
to disqualify a homosexual because of that
status is a pretty outrageous thing to do,"
he said.
;
James Joyner, Mrs. North‘s lawyer, said
homosexuality "absolutely is not the issue
here."
"If it was just plain old homosexuality,
it would be a different thing. But with the
carelessness he exhibited toward the wife
and the children and the seemingly head—
strong nature he has..., it is a question of
what should be done to protect the kids,"
Joyner said.
North tested positive for the virus in
April 1991. He told his wife two months
later, but said he contracted the virus from
heterosexual contract. North has not yet
developed symptoms of AIDS. Mrs. North
said she is tested regularly, and tests so far
have been negative.
North resigned as pastor of his church
after telling his wife and moved in with a
family friend, David York. The two men
learned only after they shared a house that
each was Gay and HIV positive.
Mrs. North allowed liberal visits until

5 1/2— 6 ft Fraser Fir
6 1/2 — 7 ft Fraser Fir
24 in. Fraser Fir Wreath
Order by

Plus shippin

$50.00
$60.00
$70.00
$35.00

$10.50
$12.50
$12.50
$5.00

For Shipments scheduled for:
Nov. 23
Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec. 16

Nov. 9
Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Dec. 2

Call Friends For Life at 272—0855 to order your Caring Tree today!
(Weekdays, 9 a.m. — 5 p.m.)
Cash, Checks, Visa and MasterCard Accepted

North told her in June, 1992, that he was
Gay and that he and York were involved in
a relationship.
f
One of the reasons Circuit Judge Audrey
Melbourne cited for limiting North‘s visi—
tation rights was that he could not be trusted
since he continued to have sex with his wife
after learning he had the AIDS virus.
"By anyone‘s definition, that‘s wrong,"
said Gerald Solomon, one of North‘s law—
yers. But he said the only issue is North‘s
ability to care for the children.
"His activities with his wife, while
wrong, have no bearing on it," he said.
Solomon pointed out that representatives
of two government agencies — social ser—
vices and mental health — said North was
a good father, that the girls enjoyed their
visits with him and York and that liberal
visitation rights should be granted.
The same position was taken by Natalie
H. Rees, a lawyer appointed by the appeals
court to represent the girls. She said in 21
of 25 states where the issue has been de—
cided at the appellate level, courts ruled that
limits cannot be applied solely because a
parent is homosexual and living with a
lover.
John Crockett, head of a Gay fathers

group in Baltimore, said a ruling against
North "would be frightfully harmful" to Gay
parents, who always have problems with
child custody and visitation unless the other
parent does not object.
:
In Richmond, Va., for instance, a circuit
court judge awarded custody to the grand—
mother of a 3—year—old boy after ruling that
the boy‘s Lesbian mother was unfit.
The mother, Sharon Bottoms is appeal—
ing the case and has limited custody of her
son. The state Supreme Court ruled last
month against returning the boy to her dur—
ing the appeals process.
North would like to have his daughters
for overnight visits, holidays and vacations.
He said he would not do anything that might
expose them to the virus.
"I wouldn‘t do that to the kids or any—
body," he said.
He would like to tell his children that he
is homosexual before they figure it out on
their own and would like his former wife to
join the discussion.
"But given her adamant feelings about
the evils and abomination of homosexual—
ity.... that‘s just not going to happen," North
said.
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friend of Patrick and Steve‘s, who

had left their estate to their cats

in turn told Steve. A still mentally

(which ended up at the pound) in—

weeks. His mother and aunt from the

alert Steve now realized that should

stead of to each other? What might

Midwest finally arrived to spend

he pass away quickly, his estate

have happened? Maybe the Midwest

some time with their "dying loved

would go into the estate of Patrick‘s

relatives would have been so proud

one." Then, Steve was hospitalized

will—namely Patrick‘s parents.

of their "loved one" for being such

Guarding the Family Jewels
by Ace Lundon
Nationally Syndicated Columnist
Well kiss ma‘ grits and butter ma‘
buns! This may be a question, but it
is something to think about for all
of us. If it‘s OK for someone to die
and leave their estate to a cat or dog
and no one contests the will; Why
should it be so ludicrous to leave
one‘s estate to a member of one‘s
own sex who isn‘t a relative but who
was a live—in love for many years?
Shouldn‘t that human be as logical
an heir as someone‘s cat or dog?
Shouldn‘t the writer of the will have
the confidence his or her will would
be honored even if the estate was left
to a lover as well as to a cat or dog?
Maybe the reason I‘m thinking

about this now is because of a local
situation which happened. One of
our local couples who had been
mated for many years both passed
away from AIDS complications; one
shortly after the other, even though
they didn‘t anticipate this occur—
rence. They‘d made a will however,
and each left the other his estate in
hopes that whoever was left would
have the life insurance, etc., to grant
him a bit of better quality living be—
fore he, too, passed away.
As fate might have it (we‘ll call
them Steve and Patrick), Patrick was
hospitalized first in the final stages
of AIDS. Steve, the younger,
seemed to still be doing OK, but was
too weak to work. Patrick hung in
there at the Hospital for a number of

~

and also near death. His Mother ar—

Thanks to Patrick‘s and Steve‘s

rived from the Bay Area to be with

straight friend, Steve had the oppor—

bragged to all of their Midwest

her son as she now knew he had no

tunity to also change his will a few

friends about it instead of securing a

support from Patrick.

days before he passed away, so his

lawyer to "help" him change his will.

animal

lover and

Less than a week after the aunt

parents received his thousands—plus

It has also crossed my mind that we

and Chicago mother arrived, they

life insurance settlement. The Mid—

may all need to insure our wills be—

had convinced a drugged and nearly

west mother and aunt also tried to

ing uncontested by placing an inclu—

dead Patrick to change his will... a

keep Steve‘s mother from taking

sion of "should anyone contest this

son should leave his estate to his
parents and not some unmarried

anything from what they perceived

will they only would receive one

to be "Patrick‘s home," even though

dollar," thus making it hardly worth—
while for anyone to contest. Maybe

male roommate. Steve would re—

the two men had co—owned every—

ceive nothing now. Patrick passed

thing. Steve‘s Mom said she only

it should also be included some—

away a few days later. It was also

wanted the personal things of her son

where that should we become ill and

known that Steve left his estate to

and they watched to make sure that

placed in a hospital under any seda—

Patrick and should Patrick pass away

was all she took. Evidently neither

tion, that should we be coerced by

before Steve, it would go into their

of the men had ever talked very

"loved ones" who think they know

estate.

frankly with their parents about the

better what we want than we do, and

special relationship the two of them

should they "convince" us to change

As it happened, a nurse who‘d
witnessed the changing of the will

Rev. Anne S. Gillis, MS

a thoughtful

shared together.
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our will, then that will should some—

It‘s crossed my mind many times

how or other be null and void be—

since their deaths—what if the guys

cause we made our will when we

happened to mention it to a mutual

\"I

hail
haat
satan
¥ NW
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were under no stress and it was what
we wanted. Maybe it‘s time we re—

UThsConnsction C:nter

ally consulted a lawyer who would
guide us to make sure our will is

761—3435

—

done with our will.
Now, I love my parents as much

(“4&9 Ceremonies for gag & Lesbian 670.4112;

as anyone, but, should their hereto—
fore unrevealed greed or anti—Gay

Individual & cfJatwnsgnp counssa'ng, angnotgua/zy, cg£501”;an

prejudice surface in my final hours,

Silk & Fresh

1 Flowers

it would be my joy in knowing as I
entered the Pearly Gates that the

ofAbampheas

good guys won.
May God bless Steve‘s mom and

SUSAN MACKENZIE
(W M

may the hundred—thousand dollar life

gay; zyj yM PA

insurance policy that Patrick‘s mom

Attorney At Law

and aunt secured through their ef—
Ihursday — November 24

forts bring them all they deserve on
Earth and in the hereafter.
And that‘s the straight poop from
the Poop Sheet.
[Mr. Lundon is former Mg. Editor
of Zipper Magazine and The Coast to
Coast Times. His autobiographical
legacy: The Closets Are Empty... The
Dining Room‘s Full, is in hardcover
from Ponderosa Publishing House,
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celebrated since 1621, that‘s rich in tradition.

100 N. Main Street

Thanksgiving involves families reuniting,
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food, happy times, and of course, flowers.

Memphis, Tennessee 38103

Sweetpeas Flowers have the arrangements that

901—526—0809

capture the spirit of Autumn. Decorate your home
with a Thanksgiving centerpiece from Sweetpeas
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In Defense of Dissent: An

-iest Reponds
areelected.HestatesthattheCatho—
alists who are getting ordained in
licthecenturiesduetoits"specialabil—
Church has survived throughout greaternumbers.Itisthesetradition—
alistswho
will go on to become
the
itytoadapttoanever—changingglo—
CatholicChurch‘sfuture
hierarchy.
baltakesociety."
Mr. Christian
fails to The Church is not stupid; it contin—
into
account
that
the
Roman
ues
tomensolidify
itsin sopower
baseforever
with
CatholicChurchhassurvivednearly
such
and
doing
2,000
years,butnotbecausethroughout
because ofits abil— insures its continuity. The Church
ityto
adapt,
will
thus
nevertrulychange.
It mayits
thecenturiesithasmaintaineditshi—
alter
its
liturgical
approach,
but
erarchicalstructure.Simplyput,the
dogma,
doctrinethesame.
and theology
will
Catholic
Church
has
survived
be—
foreverremain
While
ittheis
causei
t
continuallyinsuresthatthose
true
that
throughout
its
history,
individuals
who arearchbishops
elected to and
be— lived spiritual experience ofclergy/
come
its
bishops,
lay people has led to changes in li—
cardinals
are
conservative
(i.e.
tra—
turgicalstyleandcatecheticalre—ex—
ditional)intheirphilosophyandthe—
pression,thereisnohistoricalrecord
ology.
Inshort,
theCatholicChurch
that
I knowofwherethe lived spiri—
will
neverelectanyindividualtothe
tual
experienceofclergy/laypeople
papacy
who
in any base.
way poses
a theology.
has evereffected achange in moral
threat
to
the
power
Having
experiencedseminary
Icanalsosay
Mr.Christianseeminglybelieves
the
following.
Today‘s
seminaries
that
the Catholic Church is also be—
areultra—conservative
attracting growing
numbers
of
ginningtochangeitsviewofhuman
young
men. Lib—
sexuality
and hefuture
implieshomosexual
that in the
eral
and
moderate
seminarians
are
not
too
distant
no longer
the norm as they were in therelationships
mightcanbe thisvalidated
by
themoderateswhodosurviveseminary
1960sand1970s.Theliberaland
Church.
How
be
when
theCatholicmoraltheologywhich
II
andgetordained,quicklyfindthem—
wastaught
inseminary,andwhich
selves
disenchanted
with the status
know is still itsdenunciationofho—
being taught, remains
quo
and
are
early
candidates
for
quiteclearin
burn—out orentirely.
for abandoning
the
mosexuality? Anthony Kosnik (et
priesthood
These
men
are
al.)pointoutinHumanSexualitythat
vastlyoutnumberedbythetradition— "from St. Paul through St. Thomas

that the Catholic Church is dramati—
This is a response to T.
Christian‘s opinion regarding the cally changing and that progress is
Roman Catholic Church which ap—
being made now at a steady pace."I
peared in the October 1994 issue of obviously do not share in that opti—
TJN. Let me begin by noting that my
mism or I would still be an active
observations are based on the fol— priest. I will admit that Vatican II has
lowing personal experiences: after brought about numerous liturgical
receiving my B.S. in Criminal Jus— changes coupled with some minor
tice from U.T.— El Paso I entered
theological changes. But all in all,
seminary. During 1979—1981 I at— the dogma, doctrine and theology of
tended the Pontifical College the Catholic Church was not altered
Josephinum (School ofTheology) in
by Vatican II. If anything, it was sim—
Columbus, OH and received a Mas—
ply re—expressed in modern termi—
ter of Divinity. In June 1985 I was
nology. If the Catholic church is
ordained a Roman Catholic priest
making such great progress, then
why have so many clergy and lay
and served in the Diocese of Mem—
people abandoned the faith since
phis until 1987 when I formally left
Vatican II? Is it because those of us
the priesthood.
E
I fully understand the excitement who have left are impatient as Mr.
which Mr. Christian possesses as a Christian believes, or could it be ut—
new member of the Roman Catho— ter frustration? It has been almost 30
lic faith. The RCIA program is a_ years since Vatican II and still the
powerful spiritual and educational
Church continues to lag behind the
experience. The program is an in— thinking and lived experiences of
tense journey which aims to lead
modern humanity. Worse yet, the
catechumens to a deep appreciation
Catholic Church continually
minimalizes the lived experience of
of the Catholic faith. Mr. Christian‘s
letter is a clear indication that he has the clergy and lay people who dare
been through a powerful spiritual
to question or who dare to seek re—
journey. It is to be expected that his form.
Mr. Christian is even more ide—
letter is full of optimism. hope and
pride in his new faith.
alistic when he expresses a beliefthat
Nonetheless, Mr. Christian‘s greater changes will occur in the
opinion is also overflowing with ide— Catholic Church when at long last
alism. He sees Vatican II as a sign
post—Vatican II popes and bishops

Aquinastoourowndayandthe1975
Vatican
Declaration
on Sexual
Eth—
ics,
Catholic
tradition
has
consis—
tentlyjudgedall
homosexual actsas
againstnatureandhencegravelysin—
ful."
While it canhasindeedopened
be said that the
CatholicChurch
itsdoorstoGay
men
and women,
it
hasdonesoonly
as
longas
they
re—
main celibate
or atat celibacy.
least makeThean
earnest
attempt
Church has madet willnevercondone
it clear, time and
timeagain,thati
homosexual
unions
because
it per—
ceives
any
sexual
acts
between
members
ofthethenatural
same sexorder.as grave
sins
against
agreethatwiththeMr.Catholic
ChristianChurch
when
hehasIstates
never regarded the mere pres—
enceofahomosexualdispositionas
sinful. TheonChurch
hasalwayscon—
centrated
the
sexual
actif one
itself.is
This
is
all
well
and
good
referring to a sin such as greed or
gluttonywhichareoutsidethescope
ofour
human essence. But sexual—it
ityissomethingintrinsicwithinus.Our
isnotsomethingoutsideofus;
sexuality
ispartofouressence; it is
partofourhumannature.TheCatho—
licit states
Churchthatispartially
correct
when
it
is
a
sin
to
go
against
the natural order. What the Church
See Response onpage26
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HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

Whew!...And There‘s More!
Just once, I would like to go
to a Gay polka party.
Cut the Sweet Talk
Department
To those legions of individu—
als who rightfully expect slur, vi—
tuperation and just deserts; in the
words of Oliver Norvell Hardy,
"I have nothing to say."
Last Month Department
One Night Only Productions
raised $1,200 for AIDS Mastery
Workshops at WKRB.
Southern Country Memphis
raised $2,600 for Aloysius Home
at WKRB.
Code Bleu Productions raised
$860 for Friends For Life at Am—
nesia.
Tennisha Cassidine was
crowned the new Miss J—Wag‘s.
And I got to polka with Ron
Romanovsky.
This Month Department
Miss X—scape Pageant—Club
X—scape—Fri., Oct.. 28—11:30
p.m.
%
High Hats, High Heels, High

imes III, A Night In Hell,

Costume party—Youth Building,
Fairgrounds—Saturday, Oct . 29,
8 p.m. (benefits Friends For Life).
Miss Mess Memphis Pag—
~eant—Amnesia—Sun., Oct. 30.
Hallowe‘en party especially
for the children of Gay or Les—
bian parents—MGLCC—Mon.,
Oct. 31, 7 p.m.
Grand Opening Festivities—
Oops—Nov. 5, all evening.
Beyond Tea II—501/505—
Nov. 5, 8 p.m. (benefits Adult
Special Care Clinic at the Med). —
Alliance Chicken Shit
Bingo—501/505 Club Patio—
Sun., Nov. 6, 4 p.m. (benefits
Aloysius Home).
Dabbles‘ 5th AnnualA World
of Passion—Cook Convention
Center—Sun., Nov. 6, 8 p.m.
(benefits Aloysius Home).
Lambda Men‘s Chorus Chili
Extravaganza (this means two
choices plus sides) and Bake
Sale—MGLCC—Sun., Nov. 13,
6 to 8 p.m.
Aphrodite That‘s Entertain—
ment—Amnesia—Sun., Nov. 13,
9 p.m. (benefits annual food bas—
ket fund).
Memphis Pride GDI Club

& 128 COLD BEER
Lil & T. Tommy‘s

f

Western Steak House
and

Lounge

1298 Madison « Memphis, TN
(901)—725—9898
Memphis‘ oldest and most unique
steak house, catering to the
FAMOUS and INFAMOUS
for 38 years!
Present this ad to DALLAS or SHIRLEY
and enjoy a complimentary beer or setup
with your dinner. (BYOB)

Night—Pipeline—Sat., Nov. 19,
10 p.m.
Mr. Black Gay Tennessee
Pageant—Club Hide—A—Way—
Fri., Nov. 25, 11:30 p.m.
Miss Black Gay Tennessee
Pageant—Club Hide—A—Way—
Fri., Nov. 25, 11:30 p.m.
Does anyone remember when
disyere colyum used to be called
Quick Clips? Well, that‘s what it
— was for. Little snippets and demi—
tasse cups of tea which weren‘t
really long enough for a story
elsewhere. Now, there are so
many big things going on that a
lot of these drips and dribbles
have become stories. So, gentle
readers, ifyou don‘t happen to see
it here, we probably wrote about
it somewhere else. If you don‘t
see it there either, well, why
didn‘t you tell moi about it? Or
why don‘t you send something
in? We‘ll correct your spelling
and readjust your grammar.
That‘s what good faeries are for!
No, Miss, we didn‘t forget that
there are no less than six differ—
ent versions ofThanksgiving din—
ner in our community. There is a
handy little box hidden some—
where in disyere newspaypah
, which lists them all (and some
special other things too).
Mad Dog Mary‘s Saloon? Is
that an expression of format or a
comment about the owner‘s atti—
tude? Only time will tell.
We hope that Southern
Country‘s "Mystery Drag" will
get to appear in its next benefit.
We are not sure whether it should
be Carmen Miranda or Dorothy
Lamour. She sure looks great in
a sarong (even when surprised)
but shouldn‘t she be studying? It
takes grit, determination and a
sense of duty to take the plunge
into the world of S/M (sequins
and mascara) but beware! Lip—
stick fever is contageous. Espe—

cially when one just cannot turn
down that applause. Or was that
three?
It would behoove those who
are interested in our Memphis
heritage to stop by and see the
Circuit/Playhouse
on the Square
25th Anni—
versary
Home —
coming.
Dates,
Nov .
19, 20
a n d
21st. Not
only has
some of the
most memo—
rable Gay and Lesbian talent in
Memphis performed at these the—
atres at one time or another but a
large percentage of Gay/Lesbian
theatre (from Fortune andMen‘s
Eyes to Girl Bar) has been pro—
duced at one of the Circuit the—
atres in the last 25 years. All the
classics from The Boys in the
Band to Bent to A Torch Song
Trilogy have been seen in Mem—
phis thanks to Jackie Nichols. So
stop by and see old friends and
old pictures. We even ended up
in a production still in drag.
We promised you some com—
mentary about other saloons
which are remodeling. These are
not yet ready for review and we‘ll
fill you in when the time comes.
Note Bene Department
We have been asked to an—
nounce that the Silver Anniver—
sary Miss Gay Memphis Pageant
has been postponed due to its
proximity to Miss Gay America
(the first weekend in December)
and in order to take more time for
production so that it will equal or
surpass the pageants of legend
which came before. More as our
psychic sources permit.

Gay Teens Memphis
Support Group for Gay Teenagers
(Sposnored by Parents and Friends of Lesbians & Gays)
First Tuesdays at 7:00 PM
Call 761—1444 for location
Ad space donated as a public Service of the Triangle Journal News

> Open Tuesday thru Sunday 4 p.m. til...
@
Reservations recommended
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Casual Dining

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
An Open and Affirmin
Sunday School 10 AM

Congregation.
orship 11 AM

Celebrity Arrivals
Department
Couple acts, couple acts. Two
at one pop! Everybody knows
that Romanovsky and Phillips are
an item but the two comics at the
Gay Comedy Jam , Scott
Kennedy and Kevin
Maye were also
shacked up...er...
espoused. The
crowd
at
both events
was sub—
stantial and
we had ex—
cellent seats
for both. It
was a special
treat for the
MGLCC donors and
close friends to get a chance to
meet Ron Romanovsky and Paul
Phillips for some good ole South—
ern pot luck eatin‘. Potlucks are
a forte of the MGLCC and the
proverbial big pot was put in the
little one. We understand it got a
good review.
You know, more people
should bring their parents to func—
tions like these. We enjoyed
Trudy Stamps‘ company im—
mensely (her son was the Rom —
& Phil promoter) and I have in
the past enjoyed hooty people like
Matthew Presley‘s mother
(Peggy, not Gladys), Helen
Denney (her son John owns
Sweetpeas Flowers), Arnold &
Myrna Drake from P—FLAG,
Harold and Michaelle Harrington
(their son Mitchell is very active
in ACT—UP) and more we can—
not place (you know how we are
with names!). We should have a
share in your extreme good for—
tune.
Public Service
Announcement
You will note, gentle readers,
that organized queers have much
to say about Don Sundquist‘s
non—voting record during his stay
in Washington. We cannot help
but remember the closed door to
his office and someone overhear—
ing remarks about queers when
we went, dressed to pass mind
you, to lobby in 1987. Attempts
at some sort of response on the
Gay/Lesbian civil rights issue
through his headquarters (by
yours truly) produced absolutely
nothing (though the staffers were
polite). You decide, we have. But
for heaven‘s sake, vote!
Final Round
Thank God for line dances.
Ta, ta.
Lady A.
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utumn in Hot Springs, Christmas in Eureka Springs
By Vincent
Astor
One shouldn‘t miss the guided typical Gay bar in Eureka scenery. It‘s a nice change from homemade chili and Hungarian
TIN
Correspondent
tour of the open springs and noSpringsbutmanywateringholes
the do—something—every—second Goulash, among other things. It
promenade.
with
a
variety
of
atmospheres
styleofvacation,evenforjusttwo
is a quite friendly place. If you
Forscenery, shoppingand in— When at the Buckstaff, give (thank heaven Anita Bryant nights‘ stay.
are there at night, try the Silver
teresting touristy things to do, ourregardsto Bobby inthebath— movedtoBranson). Askthe na— Bytheway,stopbyMichael‘s Dollar
or the Backstreet complex.
*Arkansas has twovery close op— ing area and Tracy, themasseur. tives about regional sights and in Little Rock on the way to or If you are
lucky enough to know
tions for a relaxing weekend out We didn‘t have much time to saloons,butgotoEurekaSprings from. If you‘re lucky, you may a DSRA member
oftown. Hot Springs hasbeen a sample the Gay/Lesbian life in to enjoy the rest, shopping and hit the buffet Sunday. We got clubhouse. , ask to see the
destinationfor Memphians since Hot Springs, but did stopby Our
the first trains connected Little House, a fair sizes, but not opu—
Rock to Hot Springs. The latest
The
rehab ofthe downtown area sev— lentdance/conversationbar.
show
on
Saturday
wasvery
long
eral years ago has been the most but theperformanceswere ofthe
satisfying thus far.
calibre featuring prima—
One end seems to have gath— highest
rily
Arkansas
ered severalgalleriesandantique ternates. titleholders or al— —
shops very near to one another Later in the season, Eureka
(good shopping is available all Springs(oneofourfavoritegeta—
over),buttheinterestingspotsare ways)becomesmadeoverforthe
the traditional ones.
The autumn season
Downtown hasn‘t changed holidays.
naturallyflowsoverintotheholi—
much except for the disappear— days with the help of zillions of
anceoftheauctionhouseswhich lights and decorations and a lot
have been replaced by endless offineshopping.
souvenirstores. Bathhouse Row mas weekend someAroundChrist—
places close
and the two landmark hotels re— (and some mark down!)
but for
main dignified and beautiful. If about five weeks after Thanks—
you want to have a real "take the
it is about as much fun as
cure" experience, the Buckstaff giving
Gatlinburg(andcloser).
Thebed
remains in operation as a bath— and breakfastsare decorated
and
house. Itistrulyamazingthatthe open,thePassionPlaysetismade
many enjoyable ways hot water over for Christmas, the restau—
canbe used are come by through rantsarefestiveandthenightsare
the agencies of nature. The
and romantic.
Fordyce, the most ritzy of the cold,Onestillshould
make the driveup
row, is now a museum and hark— in the early evening.
In addition —
ens back to turn—of—the—century to the lights of the destination
opulenceandcomfort. Therewas
many homes and towns are
even somebodyplaying a Knabe litstop,todistractionon
theway. The
grandpianowhichcouldbeheard holidayspiritcreepsupwitheach
all over the place. The antique smalltownsquareandfar—offhill—
wooden exercise equipment was home.
fascinating. We do ponder why, sideOfcourse,breakfast
at Green—
among all these silent pavilions wood Hollow was superb
ofhealth,thereis notaGaybaths dinner at Cafe Armagost wasandin—
in an area crying out for tenants. describably wonderful. There is
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Business Profiles
Keeping

It All

(Extended)

In The

Family

DUI
Club X—scape

The Edge

The newest Black—owned/operated club
opened last Sept. at the corner of Fourth and
Monroe, four blocks from Beale. This writer
saw it at an early stage with many promises of
remodelings to come. It is a spacious room,
designed for live acts as well as impersonators
(excelent sight lines throughout), with sepa—
rated areas ripe for development and even a
special seating area for VIPs. The format is
to be shows and beer busts which will include
major pageants and big name entertainment.
The dance floor is nicely sized, there is a lot
of comfortable furniture and there is a lot of
potential for this space. (See calendar for spe—
cial events.)

Divorce

Personal

Injury

A second coffee house was brought to my
attention last month and asked for a listing in
TIN. It islocated in Midtown across from the
corner of Peabody and Cooper. It is a converted
frame house, similar to so many in this neigh—
borhood, with separate rooms for smokers and
non—smokers. There is some live entertainment
but, in true coffee house style, it will be en—
tirely acoustic so that a conversation level can
be maintained. Deli style items are available
_on the menu as well as an array of coffees and
coffee confections. We have had nothing but
warm welcomes there and are happy to adopt
the owners as extended family. Try an Ava—
lanche.

Automobile

Congressman
Accidents

continued from page 6

Workers‘

Compensation

represent the American people, not itself."
The article also discusses Gunderson‘s dis—
enchantment with the confrontational, in—
tensely partisan style of the Republican
leadership. Gunderson says in the article he
resigned as chief deputy whip of the Republi—
can House leadership after the 1992 Republi—
can Convention because it was a display of
"intolerance and hatred across the board."
Gunderson announced last February that
this would be his last re—election campaign,
saying that he never intended to make con—
gressional service a lifetime job.

Christian I understand the optimism and hope
which you have in your new faith. Nonethc—
less, those of us who identify with the term
"recovering Catholic" issue you a challenge.
Let us hear from you five, 10, 15 and 20 years
from now; prove to us then that the Catholic
Church has fulfilled your expectations, prove
to us then that a post—Vatican II born hierar—
chy made a difference; prove to us then that
homosexual unions have been embraced by
the Church. Somehow, we "recovering Catho—
lics" doubt seriously that we will ever be hear—
ing from you.
Rick Herrera
Memphis, TN

Response
Continued from page 23
Law

Offices

of

Jason

O. Young,

Jr.

fails to admit is that for homosexuals, it is
quite natural to be attracted to the same sex
and quite natural to pursue the sexual plea—
sure of that attraction. The Catholic Church
attempts to appease homosexuals by grant—
ing them partial acceptance as long as they
do not engage in their vile and disgusting sin.
This theological position is apparently accept—
able to Mr. Christian, but from my perspec—

523—8912

Parker
Bed&

tive it is nothing less than an arrogant, igno—
rant and disgraceful stance which is filled with
extreme homophobic overtones.
Let me conclude by stating that I would
like nothing better than for Mr. Christian to
be correct; namely, to truly believe that the
Roman Catholic Church is finally on target
and finally on the road to becoming the Church
that Christ envisioned. But sadly, MY personal
lived experience forces me to come to the con—
clusion that the hierarchy is permanent, that
the Church will never alter its moral theology,
and that consequently the possibility of em—
bracing humanity with the TRUE message of
Jesus Christ will never become a reality; at
least not within the Catholic Church. Mr.

House

greaéfas/

Tennessee Rover] Frchwick/ cSAiloh
147

Jefferson

Ave.

ﬁrpen’wzce A WeekendIn the (fauna/7
cSouthern Gooélby/ couthern J/mpz? ﬂy
Comp/Emen/azy Wine withDinner
Suite

806

KReservations:
Hon — Thurs (901) 278—5824
Fri— Sal (901) 687—3456
Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law
and we do not claim such certification.
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Figaro to Harvey Milk

—

FARMERS
INSURANCE,

New Opera to Star Memphis Favorite
O
by Vincent Astor
One of the attributes which made
the legendary Enrico Caruso famous
was his practice of playing to the
gallery. Those seated, or standing,
high in the old Metropolitan Opera
House would notice his face and his
attention directed toward them dur—
ing his performances. Patrons at the
Orpheum notice this same
characterisitic in Robert Orth, who
has appeared four times in Opera
Memphis productions. Figaro in The
Barber ofSeville is one of his favor—
ite roles, but he will debut a new op—
era, Harvey Milk, in Houston this
January. Orth will sing the title role.
The opera, written by Stewart
Wallace and Michael Corie, is really
a history of the Gay movement from
the 1940s until Milk‘s assassination.
"Harvey Milk was a very politically
savvy individual. He made coalitions
of such diverse groups as the Team—
sters and the Gay/Lesbian commu—
nity; it was a talent of his. That‘s
what makes him such a fascinating
person. He really wasn‘t killed so

much for being Gay as for political
reasons,"says Orth. "He is seen as a
great unifier but he took many years
to achieve this. My first scene is in a
closet, where Harvey was in the
40s."
Robert Orth, in Barber, com—
bined a wonderful sense of comic
timing with a high baritone wonder—
fully suited to 90—mile—an—hour
Rossini gymnastics. Orth‘s career
began with musicals but evolved into
opera after he turned 30. He just cel—
ebrated his silver wedding anniver—
sary and has appeared in Memphis
in such diverse musical roles as Don
Quixote in Man of La Mancha,
Henry Higgins in My Fair Lady, plus
his roles in Barber and La Boheme.
Both of his children have spent time
on stage, one as an actor and the
other in contemporary music. "I like
the new works but contemporary
conposers do not get their works pro—
duced as often. It‘s frustrating not to
see them done more. This new piece
is very eclectic musically; some parts
are very contemporary, dissonant
and orchestrally thick, but there are

L

INSURANC
Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the Gay & Lesbian Community
Office: 377—1075

Enrica Ramey

THANKSGIVING

Home: 375—9584

DINNER

Wednesday, Thanksgiving Eve
Holy
f

Trinity

Church—7:30 pm.

Gospel Service & Dinner

Robert Orth
jazzy, bluesy moments," he says.
Harvey Milk has not generated
much media interest thus far. "I hope
it will be news; it‘s about time there
was some Gay opera. Openly Gay
opera," remarked Orth, "and I‘m
very excited about this part." The
opera premieres in Houston on Jan.
21 and will run for six performances
until Feb. 5. It then will tour to New
York and San Francisco.

Thursday,Thanksgiving Day
Sunshine

Lounge—12 noon

MGLCC—1—4 pm.
Nikifta‘®s—2 pm. (with teftovers on Friday)

5OV505 Club-3 pM. Dinner and Lorretta‘s
Birthday,
Pipeline—4 pm.

Gay TV Spots To Air Locally on
This month‘s Total Health
(Sun., Oct. 30, Nov. 6 and Nov.
13 at 8:00 p.m. and Mon., Oct. 31,
Nov. 7 and Nov. 14 at 1:30 p.m.;
Channel 20, cable ready Channel
19, the Community Access Chan—
nel) will include both 30—second
commercials ("Sunday Moming"/
Support Equal Rights of Gays and
Lesbians; and "Words Do Hurt "/
Gay Teen Suicide) produced by
Dallas‘ Alliance for Progress
(AFP). AFPs goal is to use na—
tional and selectively targeted tele—
vision advertising to reach the
heartland of America with positive
mainstream depictions of Gay and
Lesbian lives and issues.
"Sunday Morning" aired for the
first time in Topeka, Kan. (home
of the notorous Gaybashing bigot,
Fred Phelps) on Aug. 26 on the
NBC affiliate.
This 30—second spot, filmed in
Dallas, is a series of images of Les—
bians and Gays doing what they
would do on a typical Sunday: a
Lesbian couple preparing break—
fast for their daughter, a Gay group
singing hymns in a church, Gay
men playing touch football, an
older straight couple at lunch with
their Gay son and his lover, Les—
bians shopping, and a Lesbian
couple putting their child to bed.
»
"We share common values‘
and "We share common lives" are
interspersed within the ad, which
closes with the graphic across the
screen reading "Support Equal
Rights of Gays and Lesbians."
"Words Do Hurt" ("they can

even kill") focuses on a young boy
about to commit suicide while his
parents are heard arguing in the
background about kicking their
"faggot" son out of the house.
The high suicide rate statistics
for Gay and Lesbian youth who are
often kicked out of their parents‘
homes and the position of the
American Psychological Associa—
tion which in 1973 declassified
homosexuality as a mental disor—
der are included in the ad.
Many of the recent "Total
Health" shows on Memphis
Cablevision have focused on vari— —
ous aspects of AIDS, P—FLAG
(Parents, Family and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays), and sensitiv—
ity to Gay and Lesbian peoples.
This particular half—hour show
focuses on reducing homophobia
and better understanding of Gays
and Lesbians. The guests are Dr.
Burl Gilliland, Professor of Coun—
seling Psychology at the Univer—
sity of Memphis, and Mrs. Kay
Hughes, mother of the host of the
show, Dr. Bob Hughes.
Dr. Gilliland and Dr. Hughes
co—teach the first in—the—nation
graduate level counseling course,
"Counseling and Psychotherapy
with Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual
Clients." The class is currently
being taught for the third time at
the University of Memphis. (P—
FLAG Memphis can be reached at.
761—1444.)
AFP hopes to dispel misunder—
standings and negative stereotypes
about Lesbians and Gays in order

Total Health

to counteract anti—Gay legislation .
and discrimination. It will do so
by developing commercials which
emphasize the similarities between
Gay/Lesbian and heterosexual
communities and counter anti—Gay
referendums and misinformation.
AFP uses donations from its
members to air commercials to
reach the heartland of America in
order to address the anti—Gay big—
ots ranting and raving on the irre—
ligious televangelist networks and
reinforce the message that the
majority of Gays and Lesbians live
"normal" mainstream lives.
If you are interested either in
raising funds or donating funds to
get these 30—second spots on local
network TV in Memphis or sur—
rounding areas or in forming a
Greater Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Business and Professional Asso—
ciation, contact Dr. Bob Hughes at
682—0855 or write him c/o Dept.
of Counseling, Educational Psy—
chology, and Research, Ball Edu—
cation Bldg., University of
Memphis, Memphis, TN 38152.
Dallas‘ Alliance for"Progress
can be reached at 1—800—520—
4AFP.
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TV Star Says Revealing
Her Sexual Orientation
Was Good Decision
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Mar—
ried ... With Children TV star
Amanda Bearse, who last year an—
nounced she was a Lesbian, encour—
aged closet homosexuals to reveal
their true selves during National
Coming Out Day.
"It sets them up to become more
visible in the Gay community and
to become more honest in their own
lives," the actress said on the KTLA
morning news.
National Coming Out Day,
which started in 1987, celebrates the
self—empowering process of declar—
ing proudly and honestly one‘s
sexual orientation.

"It‘s been a very wonderful and
empowering year politically and
professionally for me by making that
decision," she said. "It‘s wonderful
to be all of who you are wherever
you are."
Bearse noted she‘s had to dress
in drag to play her role as Marcie on
Fox Television‘s Married ... With
Children.
"I‘ve been playing straight
women on TV for some time," she
said. "I‘d love nothing more than to
play the Gay thing on television.
We‘ll see if there are any advertis—
ers that will jump on board with
that."

by Vincent Astor
After years of waiting (and ap—
pearing everywhere else in Tenn.)
the team of Romanovsky and
Phillips performed at UOM‘s Har—
ris Auditorium in October. The
crowd was sizable and receptive.
It was a real pleasure to see such a
good act theatre style as opposed
to cabaret style.
Touted as everybody from the
Gay Smothers Brothers to the Gay
Donnie & Marie, Gay they cer—
tainly were. All of their musical
material is original, with a liberal
sprinkling of autobiography, some
serious and some funny. The style
of music zig—zags from folk to
dance to torchy ballad to...polka.
Ron Romanovsky is intense
and vivacious, in constant move—
ment even when seated at the pi—
ano. Paul Phillips has this sort of
control—bitch charm (self—styled as

editrix, a cross between an editor
and a dominatrix). The mix is
wonderful and the ability to ad—lib
is finely tuned.
Their musical output has in—
creased and their latest album
Brave Boys includes many of their
standards (their career has spanned
12 years) plus new material. The
comedy is very light, they teased
some of the non—Gay audience
members but did not make a long
Ron Romanovsky and Paul Phillips
routine of it. They had old—mar—
ried—couple words with one an—
try to do; we hope to see them
other but that too was not stretched ©
again. And they definitely have a
to transparency by being overused.
place in our Gay/Lesbian enter—
The pace of the act is commend—
tainment history, both as pioneers
able; listening to the same two
and performers of long career du—
people with all new (to this writer)
ration.
material is not really easy unless _
the presence is strong. And it was.
The music itself is enjoyable; even
the most esoteric audience mem—
ber can identify with a lyric some—
place. They succeed in what they
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Stamp Makes Drag Role in Priscilla His Own
By Bob Thomas
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — It could
certainly rank as the offbeat casting
of the year: Terence Stamp as a
transsexual touring the Australian
outback in a musical drag show.
The virile British actor stars with
Aussies Guy Pearce and Hugo
Weaving in The Adventures of
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert. He
admits that he initially resisted the
assignment. Why?
"It was like fear manifesting it—
self as a desire to be perfect," he said.
"When projects came up in the past
where there was no question of be—
ing perfect, then I would pass. So that
during my career I missed a lot of
wonderful opportunities because this
characteristic was in place, and prob—
ably in place most of my life. Prob—
ably put there by my mother.
"I remember the great Josh
Logan begging me to do the film of
Camelot. 1 remember this fear that
my voice wasn‘t up to it and I would
be revoiced and that would be the end
of me as a serious actor. Not true. My
voice is as good as Richard Harris‘."
Friends urged him to accept
Priscilla as a rare challenge and a
chance to escape "the smiling face
of fear."
A telling argument came from the
film‘s director—writer, Stephan
Elliott, who counseled: "If you don‘t
take this chance, all you have to look
forward to is playing English villains

in Hollywood movies for the rest of
your life."
Stamp has been cast that way in
most of his more recent films: Su—
perman and Superman II, The Sicil—
ian, Young Guns, The Real McCoy.
His first day on Priscilla had him:

dressed in high heels, stylish gown,
glamour makeup and wig, dancing something, I felt it was not worth
and lip—syncing to "Shake That saying.
"That‘s what got me the part. He
Groove Thing" with Pearce and
was
looking for somebody who
Weaving. "After that, the project
could
convey being bereft of
became fun," he said.
At 55, Terence Stamp no longer speech."
His first movie brought Stamp an
evidences the boyish beauty he
Academy
Award nomination for
showed in his early films. The eyes
are the same — piercing blue — but
the face now has a mature hand—
someness.
Born into a cockney family in
London, Stamp saw no ladder for his
acting ambitions.
"I couldn‘t get on the first rung,"
he said.
f
;
England still clung to elegance in
acting, and young Terence couldn‘t
even get cast in school plays. He
worked in advertising until he saw
James Dean in East ofEden.
"Dean was the first actor I‘d ever
seen that I could totally empathize
with," he recalled. "In the past, my
fantasies had always been about
Gary Cooper, Errol Flynn and Cary
Grant. They were heroic and ideal—
looking, not how I looked."
Stamp was emboldened to try for
an acting scholarship, which he won.
He began playing in West End plays,
including The Long, the Short and
the Tall with another cockney,
Michael Caine.
In 1961, Peter Ustinov was plan—
ning to star in and direct Billy Budd,
the Herman Melville tale of tyranny
on a sailing ship. Stamp recalled his
audition for the title role:
"When I got into the room with
Ustinov, his aura and stature were
so enormous that every time I
opened my mouth I could say noth—
ing that made sense," he said. "So
very quickly I stopped answering
questions. Every time I thought of

3

supporting actor. Three years later
he was named best actor at the
Cannes Film Festival for his chill—
ing psychotic in William Wyler‘s
The Collector.
Stamp flourished in the 1960s, his
directors including John Schlesinger
(Farfrom the Madding Crowd) and
Federico Fellini.
"When the ‘60s came to a close,
I sort of came to a close with it," he
recalled. "That began my ‘lull.‘ L left
the business to travel; there was no
interest in me whatsoever. In 1977,
I was asked to come back and play
in the first two Superman films and
in Meetings With Remarkable Men
with Peter Brook. That was my re—
call."
Stamp admitted that he hated
Australia when he made his first visit
in 1965. He traveled with a famous
model who happened to wear "the
first miniskirt." The paparazzi went
bananas and the population was
aghast.
"Her beauty was offensive to the
Melbourne matrons," he said. "The
only way they could vent their spite
was by saying how disgusting it was
that she didn‘t wear hat and gloves."
His trip to Australia for Priscilla
proved far different.
"It‘s extraordinary the changes
that have taken place. Nowadays it‘s
just the most magical place. And I
think it will be ruined when people
discover how wonderful it is."
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socialafternoonengagement
for people living withHIV/AIDSandtheir friends
Saturday,
November 5th 1994
5 p.m. until 7 p.m.
one Saturday each month at the
PIPELINE
Musicby ClifHynum
$1Cover
Deluge

to benefit Friends for Life

PIPELINE

JED
Memphis GO CLIMB A ROCK! Mike 28 Bi
WM 6‘ 185, brn/brn hobbies are camping,
hiking, and rock climbing, looking for phys fit
21—35, with sim int, good friends and good
times— #10693
Memphis DRIVE ME HOME: Larry, 27, like
to have a good time, well endowed, slim,
511 150 long bind hair, willing to drive to
meet someone, give me a call—We could have
alot of fun guys— #10730

Memphis NEW TO AREA Chris, GWM 31
6180, med bid, bind/blu, It smoker, drinker,
lke sports,outdoors, Ikg for a GWM ages 25—
35 slim to med bld, honesty means alot, don‘t
really know anyone, so would like to meet
some friends #12011
Memphis MIDTOWN: GWM young attr prof
seeking GWM 18—24 to treat and pamper for

CHOOSE FROM:
* HOME NUMBERS

Memphis ERIC, 24 BM wish to meet other
21—40 for poss rel, or just hang out— #11322

* TALK LIVE

Memphis MAN ENOUGH 5‘8 23 bind, 160
hot mase btm intell conservative w/a wild
streak over 5‘10 in shape secure top who
knows how to treat a man right #11349

* FREE AD PLACEMENT

Memphis LOVE THAT KHAKI: like to meet
one strong, tall, manly man, upscale, miiitary
welcome, gym goer— #11398
Memphis GWM 41, 59, 140, salt and
pepper, must hairy chest pref bear types want
to find 21—45 for friendship poss rel like old
cars and music— #11609

GRAB
THAT PHONE!
HERE‘S HOW IT WORKS:
1) To respond to these
ads & browse others
Call: 1—900—737—GAYS
2) To record your FREE
Memphis personal ad
Call: 1—800—546—MENN
(We‘ll print it here)
3) To pick—up messages
om your existing ad
Call: the 900 number &
Press the star key (+)

_

Questions Call: 1—415—281—3183

Memphis JIMMY, travel to Nashville, vers
into softball, tennis, and bowling want to met
someone not into bars all the time, Ikg for
poss rel, take it slow— #11620
Memphis RON, student, looking for someone
to go out with be a friend have a rel with, get
to know not into anything kinky, just want a
real man 6‘2 165 brn/green swimmers build,
pretty nice fellow, give a call— #11856
Memphis SOUTHERN BOYS: soft bl
sophisticated male seeking one tall manly, strong
handsome upscale manly man for friendship, rel
can be anywhere in the south— #11398
Memphis JIMMY, 510 190, 35, vers, Ikg
for someone in the area to meet go out with,
hairy chest, bindish hair, like to have fun—
#11620

* ALL LIFESTYLES
* DISCREET CALL
BACK SERVICE
a good time or a rel— #12066
Memphis PAUL, just give me a call willing to
meet anyone 5‘6 145, brn/brn hairy chest
willing to meet same type, pref GWM looking
forward to talking to you #12185
Memphis STEVEN looking for a GBM
mature, live in the med ctr area call me
anytime 6‘2 brn/blu over 21— #212030
Murfreesboro DON, looking to meet guys in
the area, #212091
Nashville I‘M ALL TIED UP RIGHT NOW:
24, dk/hal good build, Ikg for WM 24—28 bi
curious, looking for that special attr guy to
show me the ropes—teach me interesting
things #12186

Memphis GALLOPING GOURMET:
Donald, 27 BM dancing, decorating, cooking,
singing, looking for friends to hang out with to
become companions race not important
#10366
Nashville WHATS FOR DESSERT? Ron,
35 6‘1, 190, brn. like to meet in my area, like
to meet someone for
dinner, movie, then
take it from there—
29276

Memphis SAVE ONE HAND FOR THE
REMOTE: Raymond, 6‘1 165 40, like full body
massage and watching adult movies— 26798

Chatanoogo MARK 23 6‘1 175 blu/brn non
smoker looking for same, race not imp, age
20—35— new to the area— #4332

Memphis GBM 22, med build, seeking
another ages 25—30 slender dk cxion, for rel
and friendship— must be financially resp—
#7066

Knoxville IT"S ALL OUT IN FRONT: Kevin
62 195 blk./brn college student, broad
shoulders, 48‘ chest looking for 25—35 profil,
not a part of the bar scene— #31607
Knoxville SUNDAY IN THE PARK WITH
William 5‘10 230 brn music, dancing, plays
and romantic walks in the park— #3348
Memphis WILLING TO COMMUTE: 6‘1
bind/blu 170 looking for 25—35 like to get
together and enjoy life live 30 mins outside
memphis— like to meet w/someone and get
together #1871

Nashville
MASCULINE NEED
NLY RESPOND:
32, GWM 510 160,
work out blnd/blue,
like outdoors, low
key, I don‘t know men
who actlike men
here, if you do I‘m
looking forward to
hearing from you—
#10004
Nashville
SPONTANEOUS
COMBUSTION? 32
male, 510 160
brn/blu must work
out, looking for
another down to earth
guy—int in anything we
can get into,
experimental,
adventurous #10004

Memphis SINGLE AGAIN: Mike 29 6‘1
188 enjoy eves at home old movies theatre
tennis— #2058
Memphis VINCE GWM 27 6‘ 190 brn/grn
sincere passion monag non smoker should be
23—35 not into bar scene, non smoker iso ser
long term relationship educ secure confident
int are movies dining out art by Erte music by
Enigma #2259
Memphis BLACK TO BLACK: Sam discr Bi
BM enjoy quiet eves want to meet other diser
bi BM interested in sharing qual time with
others— #2493
Memphis READY OR NOT: 6‘1 195
brn/blu int include dining, theatre, books,
— especially tennis #2058

A great way

Memphis 20 GBM Ikg for attr mase BM 20—
25 for friendship, poss rel— #4143

Johnson City NOW SERVING #45: SWM
young, smooth body, Ikg for other men 18—65,
for anything goes, open to all—Tri Cities area—
daytime meetings ok, tell me what you looking
for pref aggressive, demanding men— 29818

Nashville BEAM ME
UP Scotty, 27 GWM
6‘2 200, brn/green looking for someone in
my area, masc, but passive, wild man in the
privacy of my home, looking for a rel, let‘s get
together— #10518

Memphis THE MAN WITH THE TAN: 51 1
30 180, bind tan attr, a lot of fun looking to
meet in my area who want to have some fun—
#34353

Memphis WHAT, NO GREEK? Tony,
French and Spanish teacher, looking for that
special someone, like travel and reading—
#8798

615 Area Code PECS FOR DAYS! Kevin
62 195 25 blk/brn, broad shoulders, 48
chest Ikg 25—35 not into the bar scene—25 int
in profil men— #2689

Memphis 12 STEPPER: GWM 27, 6‘ 190,
brn/green, non—smoker, drinker, sincere,
handsome, iso GWM 23—35 drug and smoke
free, looking for a long term rel— #27610

Memphis EASING INTO IN
GRADUALLY— BM, like to meet white She
male, TV or TS age not impt— new at this, like
to give it a try, have a nice time— #29041

Chattanooga LEATHER FOREVER: Chad,
6‘3 180 bind/grn into the leather scene,
would like to meet someone to help me get to
know it 26371

Figure out what you want to say

Memphis I THINK ‘LL STAY ON — THE
GROUND AND WATCH: Justin, WM 26,
int in a friendship, someone to do stuff with,
adventurous things, skydiving, hiking,
outdoors, stuff like that— very healthy (+)
©9042

Chattanooga LEARN BY DOING: Paul,
6‘3, 180, new to scene, int in having someone

Memphis ATTR GBM 6‘1 195 looking for
dom GBM 25—35, mature, considerate, masc,
likes to have fun— #29474
Memphis FREE TO BE ME: Classy successful
profil recently divorced, looking for a
meaningful rel like to hear from you— 29847
Memphis KENNETH, SBM 29, seeking other
BM s 24—50, profil mase appearing athletic,
discreet, don‘t let the distance scare you— let‘s
talk #29918
Memphis GREG— looking for an older man
40+ BI wm looking for a gay or bi male, 511,
bind/blu 185, btim looking for a top, discreet,
mase, lv a message— #10086

teach me, I‘m home on the weekends—lv a
message in my mailbox— #5125

Recording your ad:

before calling in. Write down what
you want to say. Keep it short and
simple. Just describe yourself and
what

Eastern TN LET‘S PLAY VELCRO: GWM
41, 59, 140, dk hair, brn eyes, must hairy,
like the same, 25—35 butch, give me a call,
#8492
Greenville HEY, DUDES— Randy like to have
fun slim dk skin blonde Calif boy look — bim
like to meet for friendship or poss rel— call me
guys, lets party! #3372
Memphis SIX PACK OF FUN: 26, 510,
170 dk/dk halry looking for a bud, someone
21—28 to pal around with— discreet, private,
mase, conservative, likes sports, swimming,
boating, weekend trips» #26049
Memphis ONE SIZE FITS ALL: Ted, 6‘3
180, men who like leather, pref men my size
and weight not afraid to try anything #6371

you‘re

looking

for.

Our

computerized system will walk you
through the rest. Have a pen readyto |
write down your box number.

Memphis GWM 49, 6‘2, 210 seeks GBM for
good times and poss rel— #7732
Nashville BRETT, 23 59 130 blk/hazel Ikg
for attr, 18—23 blu 56 510, 120—145, non
smoker, atheist, #5584
W. Memphis SOLE MAN: Steve, 6‘ bind/bly,
mustache, 32w, 180, 32, mase, like to have a
good time, eves at home, foot fetish, affectionate,
indep— looking for 28—38, facial and body hair a
plus, prefer aggressive— #7446

Memphis SHELBY — 59 190, muse, hairy,
vers int in getting together for good times,
sharing experiences— #4731
Memphis GWM 27, 6‘ 185 bm/gm, sincere
passionate, handsome, monog— smoke free,
educated and confident for a long term rel— call
on the weekends— leave a disc of yourself #4835
Nashville LOOKING FOR A BIG TIP: Ron
511 br/grn must smooth live in Nashville, I‘m
a waiter—like someone to talk to— like dining,
fishing, theatre— like to hear from ya! #2241
Nashville 1 KNOW WHAT BOYS LIKE:
Donald GWM 6‘175 bm/blu smooth, mase,
like to meet gay or bi men early 20‘s —30‘s—
like cuddling, kissing: looking for friendship
and fun— #3444
615 Area Code KEVIN 20 6‘2 195 blk/brn
int in meeting men 20—30 #1787
Chattanooga CPLS//SWM, 43, 59, clean
healthy and safe—enjoy videos, lingerie
seeking SWF or couples where man is
straight. #220561
Chattanooga JOHN 31 tp hairy profil mase
seek same 4 going out to eat, movies,
spending quiet times— #22414
Memphis IDEAL LOVER: Michael GBM 23,
5‘9 180 looking 4 considerate intelligent and
handsome man. #34857
Memphis PLEASURE 101; Gay married
WM looking for GM or Bi—male race not
important just learning— #2448

Rt4, Box 155, EurekaSprings, AR 72632,
(501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Locatedon EurekaSprings Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance&romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Gien,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—9010.
Hrur WANTED
Bartenders, Bar Backs, Door Personnel,
Cooks and Wait Staff wanted for new
night club. Security also needed, must be
largeandabletohandlesituations. Please
contact Patrick at 726—4954.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
MassaceE Services
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
YOU DESERVE THE BEST
announcements and classifieds will not
California trained, certified bodyworker
automatically be re—run. Announcements
offeringtherapeuticand
sportsmassage.
and classifieds mustbere—submittedeach
1/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
month, inwriting, the 15th ofthe month.
Personalized gift certificates available.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Craig
10 AM — 10 PM (901) 278—9768.
Brep & BREAKFAST
MopELs
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
furnished with antiques offers MasterTony and his nationwide buddies
accommodations to men and women. get it on from coast to coast. Call today
Homeis locatedinsmallTennessee River andjointhefun. Allwelcome. 18+, 7days.
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet Leather, boots, water sports, tops,
country dinner with complimentary wine.
bottoms, TLC, etc. (213) 874—1859.
Area activities include: boating, walking Young & attractive college guy with great
trails, antique shops, auctions.Yourhosts
lookswill catertoyourneeds. This service
are available to assist with planning local
is for guys 35 & under only. Special rates
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
for guys 18—23. Call Chad at (901) 758—
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres 4168.
PERSONALS
ofprivacyinafunvacation area. Exclusive
resortformen & women. Hottub. Country A special thanks... To the staff at 501 for
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge, makingmyre—entryintoGaylifesowonderful
at atime so precious. To the bartenders for
being great co—workers and friends all at
once. To security and maintenance for
covering myasssowell.Totheshowpeople
for constantly amusing and entertaining
._ me.To Mike and Loretta and Mike Jr. for
being such understanding and greedless
employers. To Juicyfor old times sake.And
You were chosen by God
especially all the fabulous folks who allow
to be who you are —
metoserveyouas bestI can. I applaud you
gay, lesbian or
alll Steve, from 501.
heterosexual.
Attractive GWM, 30, 56", 130#, blond,
The expression of
graduate student, likes: computers,
your sexuality is a gift from
alternative music, progressive politics,
God in making and
New Age, physical fitness, cute dudes.
building of relationships.
Write: Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR
12635.
INTEGRITY is a family
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE. Limitof30 words
(includingaddress orphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Pleasespecifyifyou wantto use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phonenumbersandzipcodes
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must includeyour name and
a telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
likeacopyoftheissueyouradappears
in, pleasesend$1.00tocoverpostage.

of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,

praye mndsfup and
understanding.

INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Doug Deaver at 7264698
or Joe Pfeiffer at 272—1207

Attractive professional BIBM, well— .
endowed, discrete, seeks same (race
unimportant) for good friends and/or
monogamous relationship. Readyfortrue
friendship/relationship. Let‘sgettogether.
Photo desired—not demanded.
Amateur or professional photographer
wanted by well—built, muscular jock for
erotic photo shoot. Must have own
equipment, place, creativemind. I‘llsupply
the film. MT, Box34333 Memphis, TN
38184.
. David, Love—If you do not believe that
my A.F. is more refined than yours just
check around the Marine Base at
Millington. Mine could eat yoursfora light
snack. Yes, I saw Elvis! Love, Mule.
© Don‘t be chicken! Join us for our fund—
raiser to benefit Aloysius Home. First
Sunday in November at a fun and festive
Gaybarnearyou. Sponsored byAlliance,
the odorless, colorless, tasteless, all
purpose leather club for the nineties.
Memphis J/O group adding members. If
you‘re between 18—30 and have great
looks with a great body, you could be
havingthetimeofyourlife. To apply, send
a snapshot of yourself to: Group, P.O.
Box 1282, Collierville, TN 38207—1282.
Include phone #.
Others interested in having a magazine
swap night. Write: Magazine, PO Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Pre—op transsexual seeker. GWM, 37,
5411", 175# seeks a male taking female
hormones. Write PO Box34693, Bartlett,
TN 38184. Send photo.
SGF, 32 yrs. old. New in Jackson, TN.
Would like to meet people for fun and
friendship. Write D.K., PO Box 954,
Humbodt, TN 38343.
Tired of cheap thrills/one night stands?
Readyfor serious dating or relationship?
Live in Memphis? If so, contact open—
minded GWM, 641", 18, 170#. Seeking
mature, stable, honest GWM, 18—25, HIV
negative. Moving to Memphis next
summer, so let‘s become friends now!
Ross, PO Box511, Dyersburg, TN 38025.
Wanted other young guys that just can
notgetenough. Alsosameforphotograph
models. Contact: Josh, PO Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.

Gpiritual Resources in the Memphis Are)
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
Connection Center — 761—3435
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal Newy

Give the Gift That
Keeps on Giving.

Buy a Subscription to
the Mid—South‘s Gay
and Lesbian
Community Newspaper.
For Yourself or for a
friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE ______ ZIP

(If a Gift) Given By:
PHONE
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
R

K

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
241 N. Cleveland St.
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Traditions (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker)
Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Sunday —
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Blrthdays last
Thurs.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)

Friday

8:00 pm

Discussion (Open, but participa—
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)
Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Call For Information
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
Call For Information
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian
community. Business meetings are on the last Wednesday of
the month at 6:30 pm.
K Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal Nev

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its list—
ings are free. Agencies and businesses
listedherein have requested to be listed,
but have not been charged. All phone
numbers are area code 901 unless oth—
erwise noted.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
CherokeeAdult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station « 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s #3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.

Apartment Club*: 343 Madison # 525—

Club501* 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
Club 505*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
ClubHide—A—Way*:2018Court2746602.
CoffeeCellar®: 3573Southem#320—7853.
Construction Site*: 1474 Madison # 278—
4313.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill*: 2117 Peabody Ave
# 272—1700.
Oops*: 1349 Autumn # 272—1634.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Sign Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America Memphis Chapter:
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402.
Gay Teen Support Group: Tuesdays 7—
8:30, Gerry Wright « 388—6110.
GaysOffClevelandStreet (GOCS): Social
Group + c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
Lamar # 272—9843.
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
Environment (GRACE): Support group
for Catholics & theirfriends» Meets every
Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th Thurs.
Information: « 725—5237. John.
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide
men‘s social group for larger men & their
admirers « P.O. Box 40773, Memphis,
38174—0773 # 354—0155.
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm,;
Biblestudy:Wed. 7:30pm; 1559Madison
a 726—9443.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
7pm, $3; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—

Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
Women‘s leather org. 3293 Renners Cv.
# 3724426.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ave, #4, Memphis 38104—2402.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
LesbianAwareness (BGALA): BGALA
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
M 38152.
Wings: Social Club » Box41784, Memphis
38174—1784.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Fiesh Illusions BBS: WehaveP.0.D.S. &
Nuit Net Avaliable thru requests only.
Also carries Fidonet , 2400—14,4 baud. #
357—5483.
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
board + 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
Second Wind BBS: PO Box 280415,
Memphis 38168—0415 # 382—9466, .

Into
The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis

StudsNet DoorNet, ThrobNet Free
> 388—8358.

Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Straight/BllGayAdult ComputerBulletin
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: 1698 Belvedere
Board: Free Membership,Adultpictures,
Ct., Memphis 38104 # 278—1190 (Aaron
messages, & free E—mail. Male/female.
Foster).
# 797—8006
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+ Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
board and computer support. "Handles"
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
accepted. 1200/2400baud.« 726—4073.
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Mature
ime Timers: Information: KerrelArd, BSW: Personalgrowth, spintual
John Prowett, 1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4,
counseling, alternative healing # 725—
Memphis 38104—2402.
4898.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Joel
Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union #726—
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
1284.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Communi
Martha Foschini, PhD: Individual &Group
Center (MGLCC)*: 1486 Madison
Therapy » 1835 Union Ave., Suite 203 #
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphis
726—1284.
38174 # 726—5790.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Individual
y z 458—7164.
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box 41074#
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
728—GAYS or 458—6023.
familycounseling, rebirthing#761—3435.
Memphis Lambda Center*:Meet"?Face Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
for 12—step recovery programs » 241 N
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Cleveland (above United Paint Store) #
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Amold
276—7379, 726—6293, 527—1461, or 327—
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
3676.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
«Centerpoint, 5180 ParkAve. Ste 150 #
Bisexual, & Transgendered Pride Events
767—1066.
* Box 3956, Memphis 38173 #
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
9015 Vincent Astor.
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
K.
A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
support group « Box 11232, Memphis
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
38111—0232 # Barbara Jean353—2612
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
(evenings).
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Memphis 38111—0042 # 278—0961.
Jongchimenti LCSW: Individual &
Minority Prison Project (MPP):
ip Counseling # 761—9178.
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
#4, Memphis, TN 38104—2402.
therapy + Fully Alive! # 323—2078 —
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Sliding fee scale.
Memphis 38174—1822.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174— Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes,
accounting, estate planning # 756—4449.
0982 # 276—0282.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner #
274—2524.
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 #
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And Gays
458—0152.
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis 38187—
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
2031 # 761—1444.
accounting services « 726—9082.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
454—1414.
FLORISTS
Riot GRRL: Womyninterested in feminism Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
* Box 22354, Memphis 38111 # 276—
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
0282 (Meristem).
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Ave. #274—8103.
Western Dance Club # 278—9321 or Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
274—8655.
. Sweet Peas: 3175 Poplar # 324—6873.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
transexual women (male to female) # Barr Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie/
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Nadine # 366—7920.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
Christian Church + Sun. Service 6:30
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.

The Edge*: 532 South Cooper # 272—
3036.
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madison #
278—9321.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
X—scape*: 227 Monroe # 528—8344.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store + 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 278—2835.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr.service,freeestimates
## 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP Memphis: # 226—6502.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American GayAtheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
a 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1929 Evelyn Ave. # 272—3875.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church. 3956
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—
1567.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization » Box 40389,
Memphis 38174—0389# 278—AIDSor #
272—0855.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information # 725—4898.
pm meetsatlheCenter 1038errde
o communmre in caun in cn an in ca ut o n
were cn on onc n 0. mo
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Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
278—5002.
it‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
service—resumeés, thesis, manuscripts,
etc. # 795—4308.
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
distinctive nature photography + Joe
Pfeiffer = 272—1207.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
1411.
RK Photo: B/W & Color photo services.
Business, event, personal photog
& post card advertising ar 452—2766. _
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—
3760.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
campaigns, letterhead, etc. #761
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—

GAYS + 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
gfne:r(617)8992212(8-Zam,M0n.-

Nashville TN ## (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
454—1411.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
DaolgglesHair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
Dolls & Bears: Doll Shop — 3263 N Watkins
# 357—8600.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
narian, Memphis Area # (901) 465—
2699. For emergency care call # (901)
533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
applaince repair # 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018 Court, (in the Mid—Town
e
ravel: Bartendingfor private
functionsLsaGrayUhePeabody
# 726—5910.
a
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes « 682—0855.
John In Charge: Household & office
cleaning, errands, a personal valet » #
272—2316.
Kings Interior Painting: # 278—2835.

Lagsder Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—

MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
CakesA Specialty, MaryJaneorTheresa,
2:15;me Blvd. ## 358—6689 or 388—

SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 #
526—7526 (24 hrs).
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, AttorneyAt Law: 100
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 #525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, # 523—8912
MASSAGE SERVICES
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
preparation for movement. By
appointment only. # 527—2273.
Bodyrights:
sports massage
by appointment. # 377—7701.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
D: 521 604}me391—3176.
ve Everitt: Ful
Swedishmassage
Shiatsu, Medical Massage # 722—5522,
Pager # 533—9492.
Tom
Pitman Rejuvenating full—body
by appointment. « 761—7977
or
Beeper 5751230
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
MEDIA
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90, Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.
Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
published by Hera Sees, Inc., 1725—B
QMadisw Avg # 276—0543.

uery: Weekly newspaper published by
Pyramid PublishingBox40422, Nashville
TN 37204—0422 # (615) 327—3273.
Recovery Talk "In the Midnight Hour":
Radio program, Sat. 12—iam, KWAM—
AM 990. Weekly program about
addictions & recovery. # (901) 377—
7963.
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
paperfocusingon addictions& recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &

Mid—Town Hair*: 1926 Madison, Memphis
38104 #278—2199.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual

wishings * 960 South Cooper # 725—

PassPets Hickory Ridge Mail r 366—
Pet
Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
rusesrmngbyoompetentmnngoouple
# 726—6198
Quality Electronics: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell «# 363—5554.
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell # 363—5554.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
3998.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
Tom Webb ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
I2.esbian Community, 4646 Poplar #682—
170.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall #
794—3047 or 365—9716.
Whittington Tree& Lawn Service: Sandra
& Troy Whittington # 685—8410. Free
estimates, 24 hr. service.

REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
GlennMoore Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 854—0455,
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Davies—
Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 PoplarAve. #726—
55621
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
: 1850 Peabody @ 725—8800.
P&HCafe 1532 MadisonAve. #274—9794.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar #
7254823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
(* Indicates TINdistribution pans)
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November 5"! at 8 p.m.
"Y‘all Please Come...We Need Your Help!"
Benefits Adult Special Care Unit at the Med
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Available for Booking Your Private Party
Christmas, Birthday, Anniversary,

Wedding or ?

Phone 274—8655
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Pitcher Night

with Hetti McDaniels
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WEDNESDAY

——

Available for Booking Your Private Party
Christmas,Birthday, Anniversary, Weddingor
?
—
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Beer Pitcher Specials

Phone 274—8655
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THURSDAY

——

Trashy Thursday Showtime 10:30 p.m. — Beer Bust 8 p.m.—1 a.m.
Dance Floor Open Before & After Show
(501 Larry—ettes)
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FRIDAY

———
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Picture with a

Southern Country Friday Night — Boot Scoot from 9 p.m.—12 Midnight
Southern Country Showtime 12 Midnight — Beer Bust 8 p.m.—1 a.m.
Two Shows 12 Midnight & 1:30 a.m. — Dance Floor Open

——

SATURDAY

——

t

Mega Drag Saturday Night — All Queens Come Out
Two Shows — 11:30 p.m. & 1:30 a.m.— Showtime Till the Last Queen Drops
Beer Bust 8 p.m.—1 a.m. — Dance Floor Open
Nov. 5: Beyond Tea II for Adult Special Care Unit at the Med — Showtime 8 p.m.
———

SUND A Y

———

Sunday Night Talent Night — Try Your Chance to Come Back the Following Sat.
Showtime 11 p.m. — Beer Bust 8 p.m.—12 Midnight — Dance Floor Open
Nov. 6: Chicken Contest Sponsored by Alliance
Nov. 20: 501 Fall Carnival Starting at 3 p.m.
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Chicken Contest
November 6" at 4 p.m.
Fun — Games — Food
3s OX
Benefits Aloysius Home
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MONDAY
———
Beer
Bust
8
p.m.
—1
a.m.
Monday
Night
Football
——
TUESDAY
———
Beer
Bust
8
p.m.
—1
a.m.
Dart——Tournament7:30
p.m.
WEDNESDAY
———
2—Real
Night
8:30
p.m.
Beer—— THURSDAY
Bust8 p.m.—1 ———a.m.
Trashy
Thursday
Beer——BustFRIDAY
8 p.m.—1———a.m.
Beer
Bust
8
p.m.—1
a.m.
—— SATURDAY
———
Beer
Bust
8SUNDAY
p.m.—1 a.m.———
25°
Draft
2—6
p.m.
Shuffleboard 4 p.m.
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Beyond Tea II
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